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Preface

This project aims at establishing a river basin model for Amu Darya River Basin (ADRB). With

this model the first step towards a real time model is taken and an evaluation of the whole

area of the Aral Sea Basin can be made together with the Syr Darya River Basin model made

by Cardenal et al. (2009b). Most MatLab scripts are provided from Cardenal et al. (2009b)and

have been adjusted to fit the ADRB. A master script (for the data processing) has been made,

masterAMU.m, but this script cannot be run individually. Therefore references in the report

are made to the individual scripts. Furthermore an upstart period is used (3 months) where

files are generated. After this, files are updated using the scripts mentioned in the report. All

MatLab scripts can be found on the electronic appendix including masterAMU.m.

Most data were available on the server on the Department of Environmental Engineering

at DTU since data earlier have been used in connection with other projects e.g. by the water

resource engineering research group at DTU.

To make this river basin model of ADRB, several modeling programs have been used such

as ArcGIS, MIKE 11, ILWIS and MatLab. A big part of the project has been focused on working

with these programs and getting to know them.

This report represents the work behind the river basin model of Amu Darya and corre-

sponds to a 20 ECTS points bachelor project.
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Abstract

The Aral Sea is a huge saline lake located in Central Asia. It is diminishing due to re-

duced flow in its two tributary rivers Amu Darya and Syr Darya. The loss in flow is mainly

caused by expansion of irrigation within the Aral Sea river basin. Snow melt and runoff

are the dominating processes contributing to this river flow during the dry season. By esti-

mating snow accumulation during the preceding season, seasonal runoff can be estimated

with lead time of a few months.

In this project a river basin model of the Amu Darya River Basin has been developed

and constitute the first step towards a real time model which can provide insight in local

conditions and support decision making in the area. The model will simulate runoff, irri-

gation, river flow and reservoirs. Time series from 3B42 precipitation datasets and ECMWF

temperature datasets are prepared by the model as input for the runoff simulation in NAM

and the river basin mass balance is computed in MIKE BASIN. The model performance

has been evaluated for the period 2000 to 2009 by comparing the simulated discharge with

available observed data. The observed data did not cover the simulation period and the

comparison was limited.

Comparison showed that the model generally simulates more discharge than observed

but four out of the 11 catchments, used for comparison and validation, had a water balance

error within the target of 20-30 %.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1 Introduction

1.1 Water problems

Water, and a good quality of water, is essential for the life of humans, animals and plants (ter-

restrial and aquatic ecosystems). The amount of water is finite and therefore has to be shared

between all parties. Water is used by humans for many purposes, besides as drinking water,

such as culinary uses, bathing, laundering and many other domestic uses (Ahmed and Rah-

man, 2005). Furthermore water is also used for food production either for irrigation or farming.

Only freshwater is currently used for drinking water but most of the water on Earth is saline

water in oceans and seas. Freshwater constitutes less than 3 % of all water where 2 % is stored

in ice caps and glaciers. This means that the remaining 1 % constitutes the liquid fresh water

resource used for water supply (Ahmed and Rahman, 2005).

Freshwater is formed by precipitation which has evaporated mainly from oceans and seas

but also from other open surface water resources and from plant surfaces (transpiration). On

figure 1.1 the formation of freshwater within the hydrological cycle is illustrated.
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Figure 1.1: The hydrological cycle showing different stages and processes of the water within the cycle.

Photo credit: UNCW/B. Monteleone, M. Smith, W. Wetherill. The illustration was adjusted as needed.

When the water is cooled in the atmosphere, it condensates and forms clouds, which re-

lease the water as precipitation in the form of e.g. rain, hail or snow. Some of this water is

directly returned to the oceans and seas and the rest will become overland precipitation when

clouds are moved over land by wind. Precipitation falling at mountainous areas often falls as
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1.2 Water Resource Management 1 INTRODUCTION

snow. Precipitation in these areas will either contribute to snow and ice storages or to snow

melt and surface runoff, discharging into rivers or oceans (Ahmed and Rahman, 2005). Water

will to some extent also infiltrate into the ground and become either sub-surface flows (inter-

flow, base-flow etc.) or infiltrate deeper into the groundwater zone. Groundwater is therefore

also a water source for water supply, since it origin from precipitation (freshwater) and when

percolating through soil, most bacteria etc. will be removed from the water increasing the qua-

lity of water (Ahmed and Rahman, 2005). It is not uncommon though that some basins have

no runoff due to all precipitation (if any) being lost to evapotranspiration. This mainly occurs

in arid areas (Ostrovsky, 2007).

Freshwater is, as mentioned, a limited resource and an increasing pressure is put upon

this resource due to growth in population, increased economic activity and improved living

standards. On the other hand, poverty and social inequity also have negative impacts on the

freshwater resources since these people can feel forced to over exploit soil (additional need of

fertiliser) and forestry (lowering the ground water table). At the same time the worlds popula-

tion has increased about 300 % during the 20th century and water withdrawals by 700 % where

irrigation for agriculture is responsible for 70 % of the water withdrawals. Presently, 1/3 of the

world’s population live in countries that experience medium to high water stress. Competition

for and conflicts over freshwater have therefore also increased. Conflicts about the usages of

water not only for human purposes (domestic and irrigation) but also for ecosystem uses are

likely to arise, since economic benefits follow with healthy aquatic ecosystems e.g. timber, me-

dicinal plants and indirectly with wildlife habitats (Agarwal et al., 2000).

Not only does the limited quantity of freshwater constitute problems but also the quality

of the water is of great concern. Even though most countries priorities humans need for water,

1/5 of the worlds population is without access to safe drinking water. This is mainly due to pol-

lution and lack of pollution control allowing water resources to degrade. This can have severe

impact for downstream users in a river system, since the water usability decreases, and human

health and aquatic ecosystems are threatened. Conflicts concerning water is then also about

competition for water of sufficient quality (Agarwal et al., 2000).

1.2 Water Resource Management

The problems of water shortages and poor quality of water require attention and action in order

to be improved. Integrated Water Resource Management, IWRM, is a process where countries

can deal with water issues in a cost-effective and sustainable way. The freshwater resource can

vary over time and space since it origins from precipitation. In areas where seasonal and annual

variations in rainfall occur, the demand for infrastructure and management of water and water

supply increases. The biggest challenge lies within countries with poverty where financial and

human resources are low. The best way to achieve success in sustainable Water Resource Ma-

nagement is to make water issues top priority on the political agenda. Political instability and

changes are therefore important factors for IWRM (Agarwal et al., 2000).
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1 INTRODUCTION 1.3 Project description

In Dublin, 1992, at an international conference about water and environmental issues, four

general principles about IWRM were developed. These principles are though not meant to be

static since there is no universal way to implement them. The nature, character and intensity of

water problems, human resources, institutional capacities, cultural settings, nature and other

issues, are too different between countries and regions to make an overall guideline on how to

implement these principles.

The four Dublin principles are (Agarwal et al., 2000):

• Fresh water is a finite and vulnerable resource which is essential in order to sustain life,

development and the environment.

• Water development and management should be based on a participatory approach, in-

volving users, planners and policymakers at all levels.

• Women play a central part in the provision, management and safeguarding of water.

• Water has an economic value in all its competing uses and should be recognised as an

economic good.

Water has been considered as a free good, of which all human should have access to. This is the

cause of many project failures (Agarwal et al., 2000), so-called white elephants, which describe

unsustainable projects. Proper maintenance of water supply is best achieved by allot the water

a cost (Bregnhøj and Lonholdt, 2005)

At catchment and basin level, management of water resources is also a question of ma-

naging upstream and downstream water interests between countries. Downstream users are

especially vulnerable since the water does not origin within country borders. Losses and pol-

lution upstream will reduce river flow and degrade water quality downstream. Management

will then imply identification of conflicts between the stakeholders, but political tension and

conflicts are not easily overcome. When managing shared waters a joint committee or com-

mission is a step towards agreeing on the use of the water resource (Agarwal et al., 2000).

In order to have effective management, access to scientific information is needed. With

this information the resource can be evaluated and the demand can be matched with quality

and quantity. In many countries, this information about the water resources is unavailable,

outdated or just unsuitable for management uses and knowledge gaining (Agarwal et al., 2000).

1.3 Project description

With scientific computer based tools the needed information about a specific water resource

can be estimated. Water resource management together with these scientific computer based

tools are increasingly being used for decision making on water issues (Schlüter, 2003). The Aral

Sea in Central Asia is an area where a lot of above mentioned issues occur. The Aral Sea has
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1.3 Project description 1 INTRODUCTION

two tributary rivers Amu Darya and Syr Darya. A real time model of the Syr Darya River Basin

has been developed by Cardenal et al. (2009b) using computer modeling. In order to evaluate

the whole area of the Aral Sea Basin, this project aims at establishing a river basin model for

the Amu Darya River Basin, ADRB. The model will simulate runoff, irrigation, river flow and

reservoirs in ADRB. This project is the first step towards a real time model which can provide

insight in local conditions and support decision making in the whole area.

The computer based tools NAM and MIKE BASIN are used to establish the river basin model

of Amu Darya. NAM simulates rainfall runoff which are used in MIKE BASIN when simulating

the River Basin Mass Balance of ADRB. Input data for these programs are generated in ArcGIS,

ILWIS and MatLab. Most MatLab scripts were provided by Cardenal et al. (2009b) and have

been adjusted to fit the ADRB.
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2 The Aral Sea Basin and Amu Darya

The Aral Sea is a huge lake located in the arid Central Asia. In the 1960s the Aral Sea was the

forth largest inland water body by area (Raskin et al., 1992; Micklin, 2007). The Aral Sea has no

natural outlet since it is located in a desert and the water level in the lake is therefore balanced

by the inflow from the two main tributary rivers, precipitation and evapotranspiration. Amu

Darya, which is the larger of the two rivers, and Syr Darya have their origin in the Pamir and Tian

Shan mountains, respectively (Micklin, 2007). From the mountains they run through the desert

and end up in the Aral Sea. On their way the two rivers run through six nations; Tajikistan,

Afghanistan, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan and Kazakhstan. An illustration of ADRB

and SDRB can be seen on figure2.1.

Figure 2.1: The Aral Sea Basin divided into Amu and Syr Darya River Basins. Amu Darya River Basin lies

south of the Syr Darya River Basin.

ADRB has a catchment area of 451027 km2. The altitude ranges from 30 m in the north-

western area (towards the Aral Sea) and up to 7000 m at Pamir Mountains in the south and

south-eastern area. The flat areas in ADRB are deserts with an arid climate (Ostrovsky, 2007).

An arid climate is characterised by very hot summers and cold winters where temperatures

drop below freezing point. Cold dry air masses formed in the Arctic and Siberia are blown over

ADRB mixing with southern tropical warm air masses making the winters unstable in the area

(Rakhmatullaev et al., 2010; Aizen et al., 2000). The result is that precipitation mainly falls in

winter (December to April) as snow. The snow and also ice (in the form of glaciers) are tem-

porarily stored in the mountains to be released as runoff in spring when temperature rises
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2 THE ARAL SEA BASIN AND AMU DARYA

(Schär et al., 2004). Snow storages and melt therefore become important processes in the ADRB

contributing to river flow and freshwater supply (Rakhmatullaev et al., 2010). Especially in the

dry season contributions to river flow is mainly from snow melt runoff (Schär et al., 2004).

2.1 The political conflict of water resources in the Aral Sea Basin

After the end of the Soviet Union in 1991 five new and independent states emerged in Central

Asia; Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan (Schlüter, 2003). Politi-

cal conflicts concerning water issues are caused by competing interests of these five countries.

During the Soviet era, the entire area was managed as one unit where water for agricultural

production was of highest priority and hydroelectricity second (European Commission, 2007).

Extensive monitoring programs were in place and the number of hydrological monitoring sta-

tions was at its highest (Schär et al., 2004). As the Soviet Union dissolved, so did this integrated

system. The river basins within the five independent states then became transboundary basins

and each country began to follow own priorities (European Commission, 2007).

The Soviet Union was the second largest cotton producing region in the world with cotton

as the main crop type (Raskin et al., 1992). To support the Soviet textile industry additional cot-

ton fields were established in 1960-1980 and the irrigated area increased by 20 %. This meant

that the water withdrawal doubled in the same period, from 45 km3 to 90 km3(Schär et al.,

2004). These upstream water withdrawals from irrigators led to reduced river inflow from Amu

Darya and Syr Darya and to the diminishing of the Aral Sea (Raskin et al., 1992; Schär et al.,

2004). In 1997 water for irrigation fell short by 17 %, 22 % in 1998 and 40 % in 2000 due to

periods of severe drought (Schlüter, 2003). Programs converting cotton fields into less water

demanding and more productive crops were then initiated. Crops such as vegetable, fruit and

livestock based agriculture were introduced (Schär et al., 2004). The five independent states

were to overtake responsibility for the Aral Sea situation but their economies had suffered from

the decay of the Soviet Union. Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan kept cotton, a water demanding

crop, as the main crop type in order to keep their economy stable (Micklin, 2007).

The work of Rakhmatullaev et al. (2010) investigates the use and management of groundwa-

ter resources in ADRB at present time with special attention to irrigated agriculture. He found

that to sustain agriculture, during one of the recent droughts in 1998-2001, the five countries

within Amu Darya started to use groundwater as well. The surface waters were becoming highly

mineralized and less in quantities and the groundwater was both better in terms of quality and

quantity. During the time of Soviet the use of groundwater was not needed since surface wa-

ters were sufficient. The exploitation of groundwater for irrigation, especially in Tajikistan and

Uzbekistan, has led to shallow groundwater sources and the water has become increasingly

salinised in the lower Amu Darya river (Rakhmatullaev et al., 2010). Surface waters are also

being contaminated with fertilisers, pesticides, herbicides and cotton defoliants from irriga-

tion runoff (Rakhmatullaev et al., 2010; Micklin, 2007; Schlüter, 2003). Schlüter (2003) indicates

that this contamination also leaches into the groundwater. Despite this groundwater resources
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2 THE ARAL SEA BASIN AND AMU DARYA

are still used as an alternative water resource for irrigation and agriculture due to droughts in

recent years and the more contaminated surface waters (Rakhmatullaev et al., 2010).

Water conflicts of ADRB can be divided into upstream and downstream needs and priori-

ties. Upstream, in Tajikistan, the wish for producing hydroelectric power (by releasing water)

in winter arose , while downstream, in Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan, the same water was nee-

ded for irrigation in summer. For the countries furthest downstream the conflict became more

severe since the water was of low quality when arriving due to pollution from polluted drainage

water which was being returned to the river upstream. The countries downstream were also in

a bad position since resources for bargaining with the upstream users were unavailable. Other-

wise trade offs with gas and coal could have been made in order to keep more water running in

summer for irrigation as was done in some parts in Syr Darya (European Commission, 2007).

2.2 Human and environmental health impact of increased water withdrawal in the

Aral Sea Basin

Micklin (2007) investigated the state of the Aral Sea. His study revealed huge water table drops,

decreases in volume and area and rising salinity in the lake causing plants and fish to disappear

and human health to deteriorate. He found that the water level of the Aral Sea has fallen 23 m,

(surface) area has shrunk 74 % and volume has decreased by 90 %. The recession of the Aral

Sea has many and severe consequences for both humans and ecosystems, as well as economy,

now and in the future (Raskin et al., 1992; Schlüter, 2003).

In the 1960s the Aral Sea supported a major fishing industry and functioned as a regional

transportation route (Raskin et al., 1992). The increasingly saline waters meant that the na-

tive fish were no longer able to live in the waters. The disappearance of these native fish led

to the end of the fishing industry in the 1980s (Micklin, 2007; Schär et al., 2004). Tens of thou-

sands of fishermen lost their jobs (Micklin, 2007) and thereby their income. With low or no

fishing possibilities the demand for wheat and wheat crops rose in order to provide the inha-

bitants with food (Schlüter, 2003). Increased water withdrawals were not only continued but

also increased. The increase was partly caused by water from Amu and Syr Darya being lost

to evapotranspiration when distributed on the fields instead of being returned to the streams

through groundwater or surface water flows (Micklin, 2007). Projects were established in order

to try and change this negative circle into a positive circle but the projects were inadequately

funded, had lack of management and lack of maintenance activities and water continued to

be non-rationally used (Micklin, 2007). As a result of the improper management, especially

concerning crop patterns, soil degradation occurred forcing the inhabitants to increase the use

of fertiliser in order to maintain a feasible output (Schlüter, 2003). The groundwater table was

lowered, national vegetation declined and salt pans arose (Micklin, 2007; Schlüter, 2003).

Lowering of the groundwater table is due to the reduced or no flow in some parts of the

Aral Sea Basin. It is most severe in the flat parts of northern Amu Darya where runoff is lowest

(Schlüter, 2003). Along rivers and in the deltas of the area the local Tugai forest was one of the

dominating ecosystems but was lost mainly due to the low river flow. Also animals living in
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the Tugai forest were hard hit (Micklin, 2007). Not all of the Tugai trees were lost due to the

lack of water but some were exported and used e.g. to produce tobacco, in the food industry

or even used to produce medicine. Also a huge area of the Tugai forest amongst other natural

vegetation were just removed in order to make room for agriculture (Schlüter, 2003).

With the shores of the Aral Sea withdrawing, salt accumulated on the surface forming 30.000

km2 of dry and salty lake bed, so called salt pans, where nothing can grow. The salt is whipped

up by winds and carried for long distances affecting huge areas around the Aral Sea (Raskin

et al., 1992; Micklin, 2007). The southern Amu Darya delta is the most impacted due to north

and north eastern winds (Micklin, 2007). Micklin (2007) has showed that salt from salt pans

can have negative effects, directly or indirectly through food, on the wild and domestic ani-

mals. Salt carried by the wind or in water used for irrigation causes soil salination which is

damaging for crops and in some cases crops, plants and natural vegetation are even destroyed

(Micklin, 2007). The salination of soil from irrigation with saline water reaches from 10 % of the

land upstream of ADRB and up to 95 % downstream which is classed as saline or highly saline.

Contamination and salination of surface waters are also so severe that natural purification such

as percolation and infiltration is not possible. Despite these undesirable conditions which are

reducing crop production, no alternative solution has been found and salinised lands are still

being cultivated (Rakhmatullaev et al., 2010).

Salt is also toxic to humans and airborne salt particles contribute to high levels of respira-

tory illnesses and eye problems. In the worst cases some types of cancer have been connected

to the airborne salt from salt storms (Micklin, 2007). In total 35 million inhabitants are affected

by these negative impacts (Raskin et al., 1992).

The problems described above can only be solved by an integrated approach where com-

mon goals are set for all the regions in order to gain an ecologically and economic sound use

of water. This can prove to be difficult but necessary in order to make new strategies to ba-

lance the water use between the different users and their needs (Schlüter, 2003). There is an

agreement between scientists that full restoration can not be reached but improvement and

preservation of parts of the water body and deltas can be made (Schär et al., 2004). Micklin

(2007) also predicts that parts of the water body and deltas can be preserved but the Aral Sea

will never be restored. The lack of monitoring stations in this highly complex mountainous area

is one of the reasons why water resource management is less reliable. Therefore an appropriate

seasonal forecasting is particularly important in order to gain water management systems in

an area like the Aral Sea Basin where overuse of water resources is present (Schär et al., 2004).
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3 Materials and Methods

3.1 Rainfall Runoff Modeling

NAM simulates rainfall runoff processes at catchment scale. NAM is an abbreviation for “Nedbør-

Afstrømnings-Model” in Danish (precipitation-runoff-model). It was originally developed by

the Department of Hydrodynamics and Water Resources at the Technical University of Den-

mark. NAM is based on physical structures and equations together with semi-imperial equa-

tions making the model a conceptual model (DHI, 2009b). It has been widely used for enginee-

ring projects modeling rainfall runoff in areas with various climate conditions (Madsen, 2000).

The ADRB has been divided into smaller subcatchments to gain more detailed simulations

of the area and local events. NAM treats each catchment as one single unit where parame-

ters and variables are average values for the entire catchment. Single hydrological events can

be simulated or continuous hydrological modeling can be made. Only a moderate amount of

input data is required when using NAM. Input for the NAM model is (DHI, 2009b)

• Initial conditions

• Meteorological data

• Model parameters

The runoff processes are influenced by parameters which describe properties of the soil and

water flows. For NAM to simulate the rainfall runoff these parameters are used together with

four water storages, see figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Flow chart of rainfall-runoff components used in NAM.

Precipitation can either end up in the surface storage or be temporarily stored as snow in

the snow storage to be released later as runoff. The surface storage includes moisture on ve-

getation, trapped water in depressions and water in the upper part of the ground (few cm’s).

Water losses in this zone are due to evaporation, horizontal or overland flows and infiltration.
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Infiltration and overland flow happens when U >Umax , where Umax is the upper limit of water

in this storage. The net precipitation, PN , denotes the amount of excess water that becomes

either overland flow or infiltrate into the lower zone storage or ground water storage. The lower

zone storage is below the surface storage, and it is here vegetation withdraws water for transpi-

ration, which is the main occasion for water losses in this zone. Lmax is the upper limit of water

content in this storage. Some of the remaining water will percolate deeper and recharge the

groundwater storage. The relation between Umax and Lmax is usually set to Umax = 0.1 ·Lmax

(DHI, 2009b).

Properties of the storages in NAM can be specified for each storage according to a set of

parameters. Flows between storages and hillslope runoff processes, which some of the para-

meters describe, are shown on figure 3.2.

Riegels et al. (2010) has established a set of parameter values for the SDRB model. The

values can bee seen in table 3.1. These five parameters will be used for calibration of the model,

see section 4. Values for the remaining parameters can be seen in table 3.2. In section 4 all

parameters used for modeling the ADRB are described and the knowledge about their influence

on water balance processes is used for the calibration. Some of the parameters can be seen on

figure 3.1 and their interaction with the storages.

Table 3.1: Rainfall-runoff parameters based on Riegels et al. (2010).
Umax [mm] Lmax [mm] C KBF [hr] C Klow [hr] CQl ow [%]

10 100 720 8760 20

Table 3.2: NAM parameter values. C K12 and TG are set to default values since no other information is

available. CQOF, TOF and TIF are explained under Surface and lower zone storage.

CQOF CKIF C K12 TOF TIF TG

Default values 0.5 1000 10 0 0 0
Applied values 0 1000000 10 0.999 0.999 0

3.1.1 Snow melt

In Central Asia snow accounts for 60-80 % of precipitation and snow and glaciers provide 40-70

% of the total river runoff (Aizen et al., 2000). The snow melt is therefore an important com-

ponent in the rainfall runoff modeling for ADRB.

Since parts of ADRB are mountainous the most appropriate approach for calculating snow

melt in NAM is an altitude-distributed snow melt module. The altitude-distributed snow melt

module makes it possible for the user to define a number of altitude zones into which the catch-

ments will be divided (DHI, 2009b). In this project each catchment was divided into 10 altitude

zones of equal area. By doing this, temperature and precipitation for each zone can be calcula-

ted and adjusted. Modeling the ADRB this is only done for temperature giving a more accurate

estimation of temperature in the zones. An adjustment of temperature is done due to large va-

riations with altitude. A reference level for temperature stations is given as input and defines
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the altitude for the reference temperature stations which is used as a reference when calculat-

ing the temperature for each catchment (DHI, 2009a).

The reference level for temperature stations for each catchments was calculated using refel-

tempst.m, see Appendix A. To calculate the temperature a lapse rate correction approach is

used.

Lapse rate The lapse rate correction approach is a simple way to adjust for variations in tem-

perature and precipitation with elevation. The approach assumes that temperature and pre-

cipitation vary linearly with altitude. The lapse rate itself also varies, though not directly with

altitude, but with the saturation of the air. To adjust for this, two values for lapse rate can be

specified in NAM, one for wet and dry conditions respectively (DHI, 2009b). The wet lapse rate

is used for days with precipitation higher than 10 mm and otherwise the dry lapse rate is used

(DHI, 2009a). The temperature in the actual elevation zone is thereby calculated based on a

linear transformation of the temperature at the reference station to the actual zone defined as

the temperature lapse rate (°C/100m) multiplied by the difference in elevations between the

reference station and the actual zone (DHI, 2009a).

Tzone =
Tr e f +

(
Hzone −Hr e f

)
βdr y f or P = 0

Tr e f +
(
Hzone −Hr e f

)
βwet f or P > 10mm

(3.1)

Tzone is the temperature in the considered zone [°C]

Tr e f is the temperature at the reference temperature station [°C]

Hzone is the average height in the zone [m]

Hr e f is the height at the reference temperature station [m]

βdr y is the temperature lapse rate for dry conditions [°C/100m]

βwet is the temperature lapse rate for wet conditions [°C/100m]

P is precipitation [mm] (DHI, 2009b).

In general the dry lapse rate, Γd , is defined as (Brutsaert, 2009)

Γd =−dT

d z
= g

cp
= 9.8 K /km = 0.98 °C /100m (3.2)

where

g is the gravitational acceleration
[
m/s2

]
cp is the specific heat for constant pressure

[
1005 J/

(
kg ·K

)]
.

The wet lapse rate, Γs , equals (Brutsaert, 2009)

Γs = Γd + Le

cp

dT

d z
(3.3)

where

Γd is the dry lapse rate [K/km]

Le is the latent heat of vaporisation
[

J/
(
kg ·K

)]
11
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cp is the specific heat for constant pressure
[
1005 J/

(
kg ·K

)]
dT is the change in temperature [K]

d z is the change in elevation [km].

The typical value for the wet lapse rate is 5.5 K/km (Brutsaert, 2009).

In this project the dry lapse rate is set to be 0.7 °C/100m and the wet lapse rate is set to be

0.5 °C/100m according to Tsarev and Kovshenkova (1994).

Temperature-Index Method The snow melt in NAM is calculated using a temperature-index

method and in this project a seasonal varying degree-day factor is applied and is given as

monthly values in mm/day/°C. In NAM precipitation contributes to the snow storage when

the temperature is below a user specified temperature (DHI, 2009b). Some evaporation from

the snow pack will occur but this is neglected. Also glacial melt is neglected due to unavailable

data for glacial cover and glacial melt rates.

A temperature-index method assumes an empirical relationship between air temperatures

and melt rates. The temperature-index method is applied for several reasons (Hock, 2003)

• Air temperature data are easily available globally

• Interpolation and forecasting possibilities of air temperature are relatively easy

• Generally good performance despite its simplicity

• Computational simplicity

Temperature-index methods are best used for “average conditions”. For runoff modeling, temperature-

index models generally give a good result even on a daily basis (Hock, 2003).

Precipitation falling at temperatures above a certain threshold value is considered to be li-

quid and below the threshold value to be solid (Aizen et al., 2000). The threshold value is often

at or near 0 °C (Dingman, 2002) which means that when temperature is below 0 °C precipita-

tion falls as snow and thereby contributes to the snow storage. It is assumed that temperatures

above 0 °C causes the snow to melt although this is not always the case (Hock, 2003).

The potential snow melt is calculated by using equation 3.4

∆w =
M(Ta −Tm) f or Ta ≥ Tm

0 f or Ta < Tm

(3.4)

where

∆w is the snow melt over a time period [mm/day]

M is the degree-day factor [mm day−1 °C−1]

Ta is the average daily temperature [°C]

12
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Tm is the threshold temperature [°C] (Dingman, 2002).

If potential snow melt exceeds the snow storage then the actual snow melt will equal the

snow storage. Otherwise actual snow melt will equal potential snow melt.

Degree-day factor The degree-day factor is influenced by the physical properties of the snow

and since these changes with time so does the degree-day factor (Singh and Singh, 2001). The

degree-day factor is therefore commonly set to vary over the snow melt season (Hock, 2003)

with increasing values (Rango and Martinec, 1995). Degree-day factors for snow tend to be

considerably lower than those for ice. This is mainly due to the higher albedo for snow com-

pared to ice (Hock, 2003). The temperature-index equation 3.4 does not differentiate between

snow and ice. The applied degree-day factors for the catchments in ADRB is based on Shenzis

(1985), see table 3.3.

Table 3.3: Seasonal degree day factors [mm/day/°C] used in this project based on Shenzis (1985).

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

1 1 2.2 3.7 5 6 6 6 1 1 1 1

3.1.2 Evapotranspiration

Water is lost from the surface of the earth and plants into the atmosphere due to evapotranspi-

ration, ET. ET is defined as the evaporation from open water or soil surfaces and transpiration

from vegetation (Brutsaert, 2009). The flat plains in the ADRB are characterised by high ET

(Raskin et al., 1992) which is also the dominating processes of the water balance in the area

(Rakhmatullaev et al., 2010). High ET is important to take into consideration when irrigating.

This is due to water for irrigation being lost to ET either from the surface storage or from the

lower zone storage where transpiration occurs. Additional water is therefore needed (Raskin

et al., 1992). Overall, ET causes great losses of water in ADRB affecting the water balance (Ra-

khmatullaev et al., 2010). ET from catchments is calculated in NAM whereas water losses at

irrigation users are considered later in MIKE BASIN, see section 3.2.2.

When using NAM for calculating ET, the reference ET is given as input which is then recal-

culated into actual ET. The actual ET is proportional to the reference ET and varies linearly with

the relative moisture content of the soil (DHI, 2009b).

ETact =
(
ETr e f −U

) · L

Lmax
(3.5)

ETact is the actual evapotranspiration [mm/day]

ETr e f is the reference evapotranspiration [mm/day]

U is the moisture content in surface storage [mm/day]
L

Lmax
is the relative soil moisture content of the lower zone storage [-].

The reference ET is calculated by Hargreaves equation using the MatLab Script getETr.m,

see Appendix A.
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Hargreaves equation Hargreaves equation is used to calculate reference ET since data requi-

red for the application of the Penman-Monteith formula were not available. A study of dif-

ferent other methods of calculating ET for four different climates showed that the Hargreaves

equation yielded the best result for an arid climate (Nandagiri and Kovoor, 2006). Hargreaves

equation needs only temperature data as input (Hargreaves and Allen, 2003) since it is based

on the difference in daily maximum and minimum air temperatures (Allen et al., 1998). When

used with data from arid or semiarid non-irrigated sites the Hargreaves equation is less im-

pacted than Penman-type methods (Hargreaves and Allen, 2003). It is recommended that the

Hargreaves equation is used for minimum five-day time steps (Hargreaves and Allen, 2003).

The Hargreaves equation is given as (Allen et al., 1998):

ET0 = 0.0023 · (Tmean +17.8) · (Tmax −Tmi n)0.50 ·Ra (3.6)

where

Tmean is the daily mean air temperature [°C]

Tmax is the daily maximum air temperature [°C]

Tmi n is the daily minimum air temperature [°C]

Ra is the extraterrestrial radiation over a daily period [MJ m-2 day-1] and is calculated using

Ra = 24 ·60

π
·Gsc ·dr ·

[
ωs · sin

(π ·ϕ
180

)
· sin(δ)+cos

(π ·ϕ
180

)
·cos(δ) · sin(ωs)

]
(3.7)

where

Gsc is the solar constant equal to 0.0820 MJ m-2 min-1

dr is the inverse relative distance Earth-Sun calculated as dr = 1+0.033 ·cos
(

2π·J
365

)
where J

is the represented by a number between 1 and 365 representing the day in the year

δ is the solar declination [radian] described by δ= 0.409 · sin
(

2π·J
365 −1.39

)
ϕ is the latitude in degree.

3.1.3 Surface and lower zone storage

In the surface and lower zone storage four main kinds of runoff processes occur, see figure 3.2.

Overland flow Overland flow occurs when precipitation exceeds soil infiltration rate. When

surface depressions are filled water is diverted downhill as overland flow. This type of flow

dominates runoff processes in arid catchments where infiltration rates often are low due to

mountainous areas (Binning and Bauer-Gottwein, 2009).

When the subsurface layer is saturated precipitation will constitute saturation overland

flow together with infiltrated water (baseflow) returning to the surface and channels (Binning

and Bauer-Gottwein, 2009). CQOF is the overland flow runoff coefficient and determines to

which extent excess rainfall becomes overland flow and the magnitude of infiltration. This pa-

rameter is dimensionless and has a value between 0 and 1. In flat catchments with sandy soils
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Figure 3.2: Hillslope runoff processes (Binning and Bauer-Gottwein, 2009).

and a large unsaturated zone the value is closer to 0. In catchments with low permeable soils,

such as clay or rocks, on the other hand, the value should be closer to 1. CQOF is a coefficient

within the equation of QOF which is the part of PN that becomes overland flow (DHI, 2009b).

QOF =
CQOF ·

L
Lmax

−T OF

1−T OF ·PN f or L
Lmax

> T OF

0 f or L
Lmax

≤ T OF
(3.8)

0 ≤CQOF ≤ 1

TOF is the threshold value for overland flow

0 ≤ T OF ≤ 1

If L
Lmax

= 1 then
L

Lmax
−T OF

1−T OF = 1 and CQOF becomes the fraction of water that will become

overland flow. If CQOF is 1, at the same time, all the water will become overland flow. The

smaller TOF is compared to L
Lmax

the more overland flow will occur. If more overland flow is

wanted TOF should be closer to 0 and CQOF closer to 1. If CQOF is 0 overland flow will not

occur. CQOF is set to 0 for both flat and mountainous areas when modeling ADRB. This is due

to the coarse resolution of data and nonuniform structure of the surface in mountainous areas.

It can therefore not be assumed that the entire mountain area is a completely impermeable

rock but that the water will be retained to some extent. When CQOF is equal to 0 this situation

is simulated. The value of TOF is set to 0.999 but this value becomes irrelevant when CQOF is

0.

CQOF influences peak flows and thereby also the water balance of the hydrograph used for

comparison between simulated and observed data, see section 4.
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Interflow The subsurface flow runs in the upper high permeable layer of the soil, beneath

overland flow and above baseflow. It is formed by precipitation infiltrating through highly per-

meable surface and subsurface layers which are then saturated.

CKIF is the time constant for interflow and determines the amount of interflow, QIF, that

will occur. CKIF-values is usually within 500-1000 hours (DHI, 2009b).

QI F =
C K I F−1 ·

L
Lmax

−T I F

1−T I F ·U f or L
Lmax

> T I F

0 f or L
Lmax

≤ T I F
(3.9)

TIF is the lower zone value for interflow

0 ≤ T I F ≤ 1

When CKIF increases QIF decreases and less interflow is formed since the water is kept in

the lower zone storage for a longer period. The smaller TIF is compared to L
Lmax

the more inter-

flow will occur. If more interflow is wanted TIF should be close to 0 and CKIF small. Interflow

is left out since it is not possible to estimate surface conditions due to the coarse resolution of

the ADRB. In this project CKIF and TIF are set to high values since CKIF can not equal 0, see

table 3.2, and interflow is thereby minimised.

CK12 C K12 is the time constant of which water flows between two linear reservoirs. C K12 is

typically in the range of 3-48 hours (DHI, 2009b).

C K =
C K12 f or OF <OFmi n

C K12

(
OF

OFmi n

)−β
f or OF ≥OFmi n

(3.10)

OF is the overland flow [mm/hour]

OFmi n is the upper limit of linear routing [mm/hour]

β= 0.4 [-]

When OF is larger than OFmi n water will become overland flow and CK will then be smaller

than C K12. The larger OF is the smaller CK becomes and the time that water flows between

reservoirs is smaller.

3.1.4 Ground Water storage

Flow in the ground water storage, baseflow, contributes to channel streams also in dry periods

with no precipitation. The large storage capacity in aquifers and the slow response time of

these result in water being released continuously into channels even long time after the end

of a rainfall (Binning and Bauer-Gottwein, 2009). The ground water storage is assumed to be

a linear reservoir which means that the outflow is proportional to the water content in the

storage. It also assumed that the outflow will follow an exponential recession curve (Nielsen

and Hansen, 1973).
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BF = BF0 ·e−1/C KBF +G · (1−e−1/C KBF
)

(3.11)

BF0 is the amount of flow from the previous day

C KBF is the time constant for baseflow

G is the ground water recharge

C KBF can have values in the range from 500-5000 hours. Baseflow influences the timing

of the hydrograph and low flows. This is due to the baseflow recession being a function of the

baseflow time constant C KBF (DHI, 2009b).

G Since PN denotes the amount of excess water that becomes overland flow and infiltrate into

the lower zone storage or ground water storage, PN −QOF must be equal to infiltration. The

ground water recharge, G, is dependent on the soil moisture content of the lower zone storage

and the parameter TG (DHI, 2009b).

G =
(PN −QOF ) ·

L
Lmax

−TG

1−TG f or L
Lmax

> TG

0 f or L
Lmax

≤ TG
(3.12)

TG is the lower zone storage threshold value for groundwater recharge

0 ≤ T G ≤ 1

When TG decreases, ground water recharge increases. This is due to less water being re-

tained in the lower zone storage and infiltration to the ground water storage will increase.

When CQOF and TG are 0 no overland flow occur and equation 3.12 is simplified to

G = PN · L

Lmax
(3.13)

The ground water recharge is thereby proportional to the relative moisture content in the

lower zone storage.

A lower ground water storage is included in the model and the parameter CQ l ow [percent],

which determine the amount of water that enters this storage, is specified as well as a time

constant for the lower baseflow C K low [hours].

Other parameters In NAM parameters for groundwater pumping and irrigation can also be

specified. Groundwater pumping reduces the amount of water in the groundwater zone but

due to absent data this parameter is not included in the model. Irrigation on the other hand is

accounted for later in MIKE BASIN.
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3.2 River Basin Mass Balance

For simulating the river basin mass balance, MIKE BASIN is used. MIKE BASIN is a commer-

cial software package produced by the Danish company DHI. It is an ArcGIS extension which

combines ArcGIS with hydrological modeling for water resource projects (DHI, 2009c).

MIKE BASIN uses building blocks such as irrigation- , catchment- and reservoir nodes at-

tached to a river network to model hydrological events. Information is attached to these build-

ing blocks and MIKE BASIN consecutively solves the mass balance along the river branches.

On figure 3.3 an example of a simplified MIKE BASIN setup can be seen. Calculation of the

mass balance for this setup will be demonstrated below.

Figure 3.3: Illustration of the consecutively calculation of mass balance in MIKE BASIN. It illustrates a

simplified MIKE BASIN scenario with four catchments and catchment-, river-, reservoir- and irrigation

nodes attached to the river branches.

The mass balance is calculated for each node in the MIKE BASIN setup. The water is chosen

to be transferred instantaneously between nodes which mean that there is no storage.

Discharge, Q, before the outermost catchment nodes is zero since discharge for a catch-

ment is first included at this catchment node.

Q12 = 0 and Q34 = 0 (3.14)

The discharge to river node 5 is calculated as the sum of runoff, R, from previous catch-

ments and the discharge from those.

RC 1 +Q12 =Q25 (3.15)

RC 2 +Q34 =Q45 (3.16)

The discharge to catchment node 6 is then calculated as the sum of runoff from catchment

1 and 2 and discharge to river node 5.
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RC 1 +Q12 +RC 2 +Q34 =Q56 (3.17)

Q25 +Q45 =Q56 (3.18)

Discharge to the reservoir node 7 will equal discharge to catchment node 6 plus runoff from

catchment 3.

RC 3 +Q56 =Q67 (3.19)

Water can be stored and destored over time at reservoir nodes.

Q67 + δS

δt
=Q78 (3.20)

where δS
δt is storage.

Irrigation affects the water balance by withdrawing water from the reaches.

δW D

δt
=Q89 (3.21)

where δW D
δt is the water demand for irrigation.

Q78 −Q89 =Q8,10 (3.22)

The main input for calculating this mass balance is time series. A time series is a dfs0 file

containing records of time step in one column and different data in another (data can be pro-

vided in several columns). Time series are attached to the MIKE BASIN building blocks (DHI,

2009c).

The river network was imported as a shape file from ILWIS and copied into MIKE BASIN

using the Copy Branch Shapes tool. Catchments were added by copying catchment shapes from

a shapefile containing all the catchments and by using Copy Catchment Shapes. The MIKE

BASIN setup for ADRB can be seen on figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: Setup of catchment-, irrigation- and reservoir nodes for ADRB in MIKE BASIN.

3.2.1 Reservoirs

In MIKE BASIN the modeling of reservoir storage can be described by the following equation

δS

δt
= i n f l ow − r eleases − spi l l − losses (3.23)

where δS
δt is storage.

Figure 3.5 illustrates the principle of equation 3.23.

Figure 3.5: Illustration of the mass balance for a reservoir in MIKE BASIN.

Reservoir storage depends on the river discharge from previous catchments. The reservoir

storage is diminished by releasing water to downstream users. Spill and losses are also included

in the model. Spills will be applied as the amount of water which is lost when the reservoir is

full. Losses are calculated as evaporation from the surface area of the reservoir and bottom
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infiltration. The reservoir will have an input of water given by the precipitation falling on the

surface area of the reservoir. These are inputs which need to be specified by the user as time

series.

Reservoirs have a number of characteristic levels and storages, see figure 3.6. The cha-

racteristic levels for the reservoir determines to which extend water can be released from the

reservoir.

Releases are a function of water level, WL, since no release is possible under top of dead

storage. To compute the WL a relation between WL and volume of the reservoir is needed since

MIKE BASIN converts volume into WL (DHI, 2009c). This relation is described by a volume

elevation rating curve, VERC. As WL changes so does the surface area of the reservoir. The

relation between WL, surface area and volume for the reservoir is described in a LAV table. This

is given as input for the model. To estimate LAV, knowledge about the total capacity, maximum

water level and maximum surface area is needed as this sets the upper limit in the LAV. It is most

important that the estimated water level volume relationship is closest to the actual in order to

simulate the volume of the reservoir. The water level area relationship is less important since

deviation is merely critical for evapotranspiration.

Spill is also a function of WL where the dam crest level is the highest level which the water

can reach before spill occur (DHI, 2009c).

The evaporative loss is a function of temperature, see section 3.1.2. When water level is

below top of dead storage water can only be lost by evaporation or bottom infiltration (DHI,

2009c). The reservoir bottom level, top of dead storage level and dam crest level are given as

input in a Characteristic levels time series. The flood control level is also given as input in a

Flood control level time series. A time series with losses and gains represented by evaporation,

precipitation and bottom infiltration is also given as input.

Figure 3.6: Characteristic levels and storages for reservoirs (DHI, 2009c).

When creating a reservoir node in MIKE BASIN three types of reservoirs can be chosen;

Lakes, Allocation pool reservoirs and Rule Curve Reservoirs (DHI, 2009c). The Rule Curve Reser-

voir is used in this project. The Rule Curve reservoir consists of a single storage where all users

fetch water. Operating rules for each user apply to this storage and the users compete with
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each other to fulfil their water extraction rights (DHI, 2009c). In this project no users have been

connected directly to the reservoirs and therefore no operating rules have been specified.

Several reservoirs are located within ADRB (Raskin et al., 1992). Two of these, Tyuyamuyun

and Nurek, have been incorporated in MIKE BASIN. Tyuyamuyun is located on the border be-

tween Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan and Nurek is located in Tajikistan in the Khatlon Province

(CAWATERinfo, 2010). These have been chosen since Tyuyamuyun and Nurek are the two do-

minant regulations (Olsson and Bauer, 2010) and actual inflow, volume and release data are

available at CAWATERinfo (2010). Data are divided into a vegetation period (April-September)

and a non-vegetation period (October-March). Reservoir data for the vegetation period in 1997

are not available for either of the two reservoirs. Each type of data is measured three times per

month (CAWATERinfo, 2010). Since no information about the specific dates is given it is assu-

med that the three measurements are done on the 1st, 11th and 21st of each month.

Data for some of the reservoir characteristics are not available and therefore assumptions

and estimates about the reservoirs dimensions are made. The initial water level was for both

reservoirs set 1 m below the dam crest level. The evaporation is assumed to be the same as

for the catchment in which the reservoir is located. Precipitation falling directly on the water

surface of the reservoir is neglected for reservoirs located in active catchment since the preci-

pitation is already included in the catchment runoff. The bottom level infiltration is negligible

and therefore set to zero.

The final input values together with other characteristic values for both reservoirs can be

seen in table 3.4.

Table 3.4: Characteristic levels and storages for the Tyuyamuyun and Nurek reservoirs. The five values

from the bottom and up are used as input for MIKE BASIN.
Tyuyamuyun Nurek

Full design capacity (km3) 7.8 10.5
Actual full capacity (km3) 6.7 10.5
Effective capacity (km3) 5.4 4.5

Full supply level (m.a.s.l.) 130 910

Bottom level (m.a.s.l.) 110 685
Top of dead storage (m.a.s.l.) 118 857

Dam crest level (m.a.s.l.) 131 911
Flood control level (m.a.s.l.) 130 910
Initial water level (m.a.s.l.) 129 909

Tyuyamuyun Reservoir The Tyuyamuyun Reservoir consists of four smaller reservoirs (Sul-

tansanjar, Channel, Kaparas and Ruslovoe reservoir) and thereby also four dams (Ruslovoe,

Sultanjansar, Kaparas and Koshbulak) (CAWATERinfo, 2010). These four reservoirs are repre-

sented in MIKE BASIN as one big reservoir since data (inflow, volume and release) are given

as a total for all the reservoirs. Data concerning the dimension of the reservoir are therefore

summed or averaged as needed.
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The Tyuyamuyun reservoir is designed to have a total capacity of 7.8 km3 (Olsson and

Bauer, 2010; CAWATERinfo, 2010, (summed data)). The actual total capacity is smaller than

the design capacity due to a loss of storage volume caused by suspended sediment in the reser-

voir (Olsson and Bauer, 2010). In 2001 the total storage capacity had reduced to 6.7 km3(Olsson

and Bauer, 2010). Sedimentation is a continuous process and the current total storage capa-

city will therefore be smaller than 6.7 km3. In the period 2000-2009 the maximum measured

volume was 6.397 km3(II August 2002) (CAWATERinfo, 2010). The total actual capacity used in

the model must therefore be minimum 6.397 km3 to ensure that the maximum stored volume

actually can be stored in the reservoir. Trying to estimate the current total capacity for 2009 the

difference in capacity for 2000 and 2001 will give a storage loss rate of 0.303 km3/yr. Applying

this rate from 2001 to 2009 gives a total capacity of 3.67 km3. Since most recent measured vo-

lume data exceed this capacity (CAWATERinfo, 2010) and the actual rate is unknown the total

storage capacity is set to be 6.7 km3.

Olsson and Bauer (2010) also reports that the surface area has decreased and no longer

corresponds to the total designed maximum surface area of 650 km2. Surface area data were

found for Kaparas (66 km2 in 2005) and Sultanjansar and Koshbulak (147 km2 and 110 km2

respectively in 2008)(Olsson and Bauer, 2010). Since no data were found for Channel reservoir

no decrease in surface area is assumed. Adding the above mentioned surface areas with the

design surface area for Channel (Olsson and Bauer, 2010) the total surface area is 626 km2. This

area is applied as the maximum surface area for Tyuyamuyun reservoir.

Sedimentation is neglected when looking at the bottom level and top of dead storage. The

design bottom level for Channel reservoir at 110 m (Olsson and Bauer, 2010) is assumed to be

applicable for the entire reservoir. Top of dead storage is set to be 118 m as this is the rounded

down average for the four reservoirs. The maximum water level is set equal to the Normal Pool

Level, NPL, (same value for all four reservoirs) which also corresponds to the maximum opera-

ting level for Channel reservoir, both values given by Olsson and Bauer (2010). Sedimentation

is not considered since the water level is given in meter above sea level. The sedimentation has

no influence on the dam crest level since it is independent of the water level and storage. The

dam crest level is assumed to be equal to one meter above NPL (Olsson and Bauer, 2010). Flood

control level is set to be one meter below dam crest level.

To give a rough estimate of the the VERC, water level data for Sultansanjar, Channel, Kapa-

ras reservoir for 2000 and 2001 from Froebrich et al. (2007) were plotted against volume data

for the entire Tyuyamuyun reservoir for the same time period from CAWATERinfo (2010), see

Appendix B. This can be done since the water levels for Tyuyamuyun reservoir will vary in al-

most the same interval as the water level for each of the three reservoirs due to estimations

concerning characteristic level mentioned above. The last point on the VERC is set to be the

maximum water level and actual total capacity as estimated above. The volume is set to be

zero until the bottom level is reached. Points in between maximum and minimum are evalua-

ted in comparison with the rough VERCs.
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Nurek Reservoir Bottom level and top of dead storage are based on Olsson and Bauer (2010).

Dam crest level for Nurek reservoir is also set to be one meter above NPL. Flood control level is

also set to be one meter below dam crest level. The VERC for Nurek reservoir is estimated from

Froebrich et al. (2006) where data are from 2001. 2001 being a dry year has no influence on

the VERC since the VERC only describes the relationship between water level and volume. The

design capacity curve is chosen over the current capacity curve due to observed stored volume

data from CAWATERinfo (2010) often exceeding the the maximum current capacity given in

Froebrich et al. (2006). The maximum surface area is given to be 106 km2(CAWATERinfo, 2010).

Area values for the remaining steps in LAV are estimated by assuming that the reservoir has a

constant relation between volume and area.

3.2.2 Irrigation module

The irrigation module specifies how and when irrigation takes place (DHI, 2009c). MIKE BASIN

computes the irrigation demand based on input about water demand given by the user. The

total water demand which is withdrawn from the river branches is depending on precipitation

and losses during irrigation. On figure 3.7 the processes which MIKE BASIN includes in the

simulation of irrigation are illustrated.

Figure 3.7: Processes used by MIKE BASIN to calculate irrigation.

The water demand for irrigation can then be described as in equation 3.24

δW D

δt
= i r r i g ati on + spr ay l oss +ET + r uno f f + i n f i l tr ati on −P (3.24)

Irrigation is the amount of water needed if neither losses nor precipitation influences the sys-

tem. Spray loss, ET, runoff and infiltration represent the losses during irrigation where spray

loss is the amount of water that evaporates before it is used. Runoff is the portion of water that

does not infiltrate into the soil. Infiltration is the portion of water which is not used for plant

transpiration and infiltrates below the lower zone storage and P is precipitation.

It is chosen not to include infiltration and runoff in the ADRB model. Equation 3.24 is then
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simplified to

δW D

δt
= i r r i g ati on + spr ay l oss +ET −P (3.25)

Settings and input files for the irrigation module are specified for all irrigation nodes under Ir-

rigation data in the MIKE BASIN drop down menu. Furthermore individual information about

e.g. irrigation area and crop types are specified for each irrigation node.

MIKE BASIN uses sub-models with information about irrigation methods (management),

sowing date, crop types and crop parameters, soil water parameters, rainfall, reference ET and

yield to calculate the water demand. Many of the sub-models used for simulation of irrigation

in MIKE BASIN are based on approaches developed by The Food and Agricultural Organisation,

FAO. Due to field measurements being either unavailable or inaccurate FAO has developed an

approach for estimation of critical parameters, such as reference and crop evapotranspiration,

when calculating crop water requirements. The approach became an international standard

and is used by project managers, consultants, irrigation engineers, hydrologists, agronomists

and meteorologists to compute crop water requirements for both irrigated and rain fed agri-

culture as well as for computing water consumption by agricultural and natural vegetation.

Irrigation Irrigation begins when soil water conditions are fulfilled. In the FAO 56 irrigation

model a wetting fraction determines the fraction of soil surface which is wetted during irriga-

tion. The wetting fraction depends on the type of irrigation system used, because some irriga-

tion systems only wet a fraction of the soil. It is assumed, due to lack of detailed information,

that irrigation in ADRB is sprinkler irrigation which has a wetting fraction of fw = 1 (Allen et al.,

1998). Evaporation losses from the irrigation system, spray loss, is set to 10 %. Losses from

the channel which connects the irrigation node to the river branches can also be simulated in

MIKE BASIN but no loss is assumed.

Irrigation is applied when the soil moisture is below a specified fraction, Readily Available

Water, RAW. Irrigation continues until the soil moisture content reaches a given stop criterion.

The stop criterion is for the ADRB model set to be equal to the RAW fraction. This means that

irrigation will replenish the soil moisture content continuously within the given time step of

which the model is run. The RAW fraction is set to be 0.5 which is the default value. This value

is used in the absence of other information.

There is a possibility that water demand for irrigation exceeds available water from the wa-

ter source in certain periods. The deficit distribution method indicates how the available water

is distributed between irrigation areas within each irrigation node. The distribution method is

set to by equal shortage dividing the available water equally between crops.

Crops The FAO56 Dual Crop Coefficient is used. It calculates ET as two factors, transpiration

from crops and evaporation from the soil within the crop area (Allen et al., 1998). This is cur-
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rently the only available model within MIKE BASIN (DHI, 2009c). The FAO56 Soil Water Model

is used together with the FAO56 Dual Crop Coefficient method. It is used to estimate the avai-

lable water content for the soil and crop evapotranspiration from the surface and lower zone

storage (DHI, 2009c).

To determine the effect of crop transpiration the basal crop coefficient, Kcb , is used. The

Kcb coefficient is the crop ET over reference ET (Allen et al., 1998).

Kcb = ETc

ETr e f
(3.26)

The Crop ET depends on the crop type and development of the crop thus the relation bet-

ween crop ET and reference ET will therefore differ between different crops. The growths of

crops are divided into five stages by the FAO56 Dual Crop Coefficient model; initial, develo-

ping, middle, late and end. An Kcb coefficient must be applied for the initial, middle and end

stage. These are estimated from Allen et al. (1998) and can be seen in table 3.5. Some of the

crop types did not have information about Kcb values for all three stages. The remaining values

where then estimated based on similar crop types.

Table 3.5: Kcbcoefficients used to determine crop transpiration in the FAO56 Dual Crop Coefficient

submodel. Values are based on Allen et al. (1998). Values with * are estimated values.
Crop type Kcb initial Kcb middle Kcb end

Cotton 0.2* 1.15 0.5
Rice 1 1.15 0.7

Wheat 0.2* 1.1 0.3
Maize 0.2* 1.15 1

Cereals 0.15 1.1 0.25
Potato 0.2* 1.1 0.65

Vegetables 0.15 1.1 0.7
Melon 0.2* 1 0.7
Fodder 0.3* 1.15* 1*

Vineyard 0.15* 0.65* 0.4*
Orchard 0.35 0.9 0.65

During growth the crop ground cover, height, root depth, leaf area and actual ET changes.

Maximum crop heights must be specified as well as root depth for the initial and middle crop

stages (Allen et al., 1998). All three values are set to the default values due to absent information.

The depletion factor, p, determines how sensitive a crop is to water stress. A depletion fac-

tor is most important when yield is included in the modeling. Since yield is neglected and the

depletion fraction thereby becomes less critical the default value is used which is p = 1.

Management of crops is specified in the crop sequence scheme where sowing date and the

irrigation method is applied for each crop. The sowing date for all crops are set to the 1st of

April and the irrigation method is the default method within the FAO irrigation model.
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Climate The Rainfall Only Climate Submodel is used since it demands a minimum of input

data. Only times series of rainfall is required. Precipitation is added to all irrigation nodes.

For active catchments the irrigated area is subtracted from the total catchment area in order to

prevent counting precipitation twice. Information about irrigation areas are based on Raskin

et al. (1992).

The runoff model calculates the amount of precipitation that will become surface runoff

and thereby never enter the root zone. A linear runoff model is used which assumes a linear

relationship between the rainfall intensity and the amount of surface runoff (DHI, 2009c).

The reference evapotranspiration submodel provides the crop model with ET data for each

time step. Data are provided by time series of ET. When time series is used for this model the

use of the Rainfall Only Climate Submodel is required (DHI, 2009c).

3.2.3 Flow losses

To compensate for river losses, a losses fraction (dimensionless) or a loss flux (volume per time)

can be attached to river branches (DHI, 2009c). This is either to adjust for river evaporation

and bottom infiltration or to reduce simulation error. A losses fraction is added to the ADRB

to adjust for unknown losses. These losses include evaporation from the river surface, bottom

infiltration (seepage) and extra unknown water users e.g. unaccounted irrigation. This fraction

is discussed further in section 6.

A lumped parameter, as the loss fraction is for the ADRB, describes losses which are given as

input by a dfs0 file. The parameter is specified as a fraction of the stream flow and has the time

step of 1 day. The time series is made by using Lossesdfs.m, see Appendix A, where the variable

is set to Evaporation fraction since an overall loss fraction does not exist. The TStype is set to be

Non Equidistant Calendar. The lumped parameter is purely a calibration parameter since data

for determination of its size is unavailable. Determination of the fraction was therefore based

on the trial-and-error method until simulation was satisfactory.

3.3 Data preparation

Data extraction and preparation for use in ArcGIS and NAM is described in this section. Pro-

perties for input data are summed in table 3.6.

Table 3.6: Properties of input data used for data processing.

Data type Source Resolution

Spatial Temporal
DEM SRTM 500m x 500m -

Temperature ECMWF 0.50° and 0.25° 6 hours
Precipitation 3B42 / 3B42RT 0.50° 3 hours

Topography Shuttle Radar Topography Mission, SRTM (Rabus et al., 2003), data for topogra-

phy input in ArcGIS were downloaded from USGS (2006) as degree tiles with a resolution of one

degree. The downloaded degree intervals were estimated from a map over ADRB supplied by
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World Resources Institute - EarthTrends (2007) and the preview function on USGS (2006). Data

were downloaded as tif-files and imported into ArcGIS. Each tif-file was aggregated to reduce

the resolution. The pixel size was reduced to five by five (500 m x 500 m). After the aggregation

the tif-files were combined as one using the mosaic function in ArcGIS. This mosaic was pro-

jected with UTM projection zone 42N and datum WGS 1984. A few white pixels were noticed

in the flat area symbolising undefined values. This was an error in the data and a value of 0

was assigned to these pixels. DEM-hydroprocessing of the topography mosaic was performed

in ILWIS, see section 3.3.2.

Temperature European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecast, ECMWF, data are used.

The temporal resolution is of 6 hours and the spatial resolution is 0.50° before 2006 and 0.25°

after 2006 (Molteni et al., 1996).

Data for temperature were collected for the period 01.01.2000 until 31.12.2009. Tempera-

ture data for 22.08.2008, 23.08.2008 and 02.04.2009 were missing. Temperatures were therefore

set to equal temperatures from the previous day for 22.08.2008 and 02.04.2009 and the follo-

wing day for 23.08.2008.

Precipitation Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission, TRMM, 3B42 data (historical data) have a

spatial resolution of 0.25° and a temporal resolution of 3 hours interval (Huffman et al., 2007).

Riegels et al. (2010) found that data need a correction factor of 2.4 in order to match 3B42RT

data.

Data for precipitation were collected for the period 01.01.2000 until 31.12.2009. Precipita-

tion data for 12.03.2003, 01.01.2007, 02.01.2007 and 03.01.2007 were missing. As for tempera-

ture the previous and following data of precipitation were used. For 12.03.2003 and 01.01.2007

precipitation data for the previous day were used and for 03.01.2007 the following precipitation

data. For the 02.01.2007 a mean of precipitation data for the 31.12.2006 and 04.01.2007 were

used. Due to absent 3B42 precipitation data for October 2008, 3B42RT data were used in this

period, see table 3.6.

Data processing For each catchment temperature and precipitation data are extracted to

compute the inputs for NAM. This is done by using several MatLab scripts. A flow chart illus-

trating the use of these MatLab scripts are shown in Appendix A.

Temperature and precipitation for each catchment have to be extracted from the global da-

taset. The raster map containing the extracted catchments (allcatchments) was given a geore-

ference in ILWIS so that the location of each pixel is defined by the georeference (ILWIS, 2009).

The georeference defines the relations between rows and columns in a raster map and XY-

coordinates (ILWIS, 2009). The georeference is made by defining coordinate system projection,

corner coordinates and pixel size. The georeference for ADRB is set to have UTM projection

zone 42N and datum WGS 1984 and the pixel size is set to 1000 m. This way each pixel cor-

responds to 1 km2. After resampling allcatchments the raster is a 1165 x 1589 matrix with the

spatial resolution of 0.01°. The georeference is then used to resample other raster maps with
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different data. When resampling a raster map it is given a new georeference.

To extract the temperature and precipitation data for each catchment, a raster map with

the same spatial resolution as the data, are resampled with the ADRB georeference to create

needed input raster maps for the MatLab scripts. For temperature two raster maps are made

due to the two different resolutions mentioned above. The raster maps are named ecmwf025

and ecmwf050 for the 0.25° and 0.50° resolution respectively. The corresponding raster map for

precipitation is named trmm. The raster maps are set to count onwards from one starting at

the lower left corner and up. After resampling these raster maps they all have the same size and

resolution as allcatchments.

As input to most MatLab scripts a vector with identification numbers for each catchment

is needed. This vector is named CatchID and contains the IDs of the catchments of which it

belongs to, see section 3.3.2.

For the temperature data processing the MatLab script TprocessAMU.m is used and for the

precipitation data processing the MatLab script PprocessAMU.m is used, see Appendix A.

Extraction of temperature, ET and precipitation data for each catchment was done for three

months at the time to avoid overload of the computer system. Since the ET is calculated as a

mean of 10 days this leaves a rest of one to two days per three months (depending on leap year)

that is not included in the mean. These one to two days are set to have the same value as for

the last averaging period.

In catchments with lower altitudes the temperature is expected to be high and precipitation

low. Whereas the temperature in catchments with higher altitudes is expected to be lower, es-

pecially in winter. Precipitation in catchments with higher altitudes are likewise expected to be

higher. The correlation between altitude and temperature and precipitation will have a linear

tendency. To ensure that this relation is present precipitation and temperature data were plot-

ted against mean elevation for each catchment using the MatLab script corel.m, see Appendix

A. The result can be seen on figure 3.8. The figure shows the mentioned correlations. The cor-

relation is more distinct for the temperature than for the precipitation.

For NAM to adjust for the initial conditions data should be duplicated and put before the

actual time period for the model as a “warm up” period. The “warm up” period consist of data

from 01.01.2000 to 31.12.2008. This gives a warm up period of nine years which means that the

NAM model will start from 01.01.1991.

For the temperature the duplicated period was made by the following approach: The data

for 01.01.1991 were set equal to the data for 01.01.2000. Due to one more leap year in the period

01.01.2000-31.12.2008 compared to 01.01.19991-31.12.1999 the first period is one day longer.

This means that the last data point only is used in the last period. This also means that data are
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Figure 3.8: Temperature vs. mean elevation and Precipitation vs. mean elevation

displaced for some of the days. This is assumed to have no significant influence.

For precipitation the time series is made by having the data for 01.01.2000-31.12.2008 twice

after each other. This can be done since the data for a 24 hour period are assigned to the end

date.

The ET time series was made in the same way as for precipitation but with a time interval

of 10 days due to the 10 day averaging period.

The scripts used for generating dfs0 files are Tempdfs.m, ETdfs.m and Precdfs.m which can

be seen in Appendix A.

3.3.1 Observed discharge data

Observed discharge data are obtained from the Global Runoff Data Centre, GRDC, for 30 hy-

drological stations within ADRB. Out of these, 20 are located in Tajikistan, nine in Uzbekistan

and one Turkmenistan. For each of these stations, identification data and observed discharge

data are given. Identification data include the name of the station, the river and country names,

station coordinates, catchment area and station altitude.

The station coordinates are used when placing selected outlet points on the drainage net-

work, see section 3.3.2, whereas catchment area and station altitude are used for the compari-

son study of simulated and observed discharge, see section 4.

The observed data are given as mean monthly discharge for all stations. Beside this, daily

discharge is given for seven of the stations. The period of observed data availability is not the

same for all stations and data are discontinuous for some of the stations. The earliest available

observed data are from 1931 and the latest are from 1992.

3.3.2 ArcGIS Input

In order to make the division of ADRB into subcatchments knowledge about topography, geo-

logy, national borders, high population areas, irrigation, drainage network and location of hy-

drological and GRDC stations is used. The catchment division is based on outlet points and
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these will later become catchments in MIKE BASIN, see below.

The national borders of Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan and the sur-

face geology for these countries were earlier used by the water resource engineering research

group at DTU and were therefore available. The national borders and surface geology of Afghanistan

were downloaded from Penn State University Libraries (1997) and USGS (2010) respectively.

Locations of areas with higher population were downloaded for all five countries at Penn

State University Libraries (1997) and the locations of reservoirs were estimated using Google

Earth.

A map over hydrological stations located in Tajikistan was provided by Siegfried (2010), see

figure 3.9.

Figure 3.9: Hydrological stations in Tajikistan (Siegfried, 2010).

Information for the rest of ADRB was unavailable. By using the provided map, Google Earth,

Google Maps and the drainage network formed in ILWIS, coordinates for the hydrological sta-

tions were estimated and implemented in ArcGIS. This method will result in some inaccuracy.

Discharge data from some of the hydrological stations were to be ordered based on a priority

list. 10 stations were selected as high priority stations. Since hydrological stations were only

located in Tajikistan this limited the final accuracy of the modeling. Higher density of observed

data in this area is assumed not to improve the outcome significant. The remaining stations

were therefore listed as second priority stations. Since ECMWF and TRMM data go back to

2000, discharge data from 2000 and until 2010 were ordered for all stations. The discharge data

were ordered from Siegfried (2010) but are still waiting to be delivered.
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Drainage network and catchment extraction To make the drainage network ILWIS is used.

Flow direction and flow accumulation can be calculated by ILWIS but first local depressions

are removed from the DEM (topography raster map) by using fill sinks operation. Fill sinks

removes depressions consisting of a single pixel or multiple pixels with smaller height values

than surrounding pixels. The topography mosaic showed some pixels with undefined values.

Since Fill sinks does not change the values of pixels with undefined value these pixels where set

to the value 0. If the depression consists of a single pixel the pixel will adopt the value of the

lowest of its 8 neighbouring pixels. If the depression consists of several pixels they will all gain

the value of a pixel that is both a neighbouring pixel and a pixel which would discharge into the

depression ILWIS (2009).

By using fill sinks it is assured that every pixel gets a flow direction and that lakes and flat

areas always discharge towards an outlet and do not accumulate on a final location when using

the operations flow direction and accumulation afterwards.

When sinks are filled the flow direction operation determines into which neighbouring

pixel water discharges. This is done by using the steepest slope method where the neighbour-

ing pixel with the steepest slope, SS, is found. Pixels are therefore evaluated 3x3 ILWIS (2009).

Differences in height, HD, between the central pixel, CP, and the 8 neighbouring are calcu-

lated.

HDi , j =
C P −Mi , j f or Mi , j <C P

0 f or Mi , j >C P
i = 1,2,3 , j = 1,2,3 (3.27)

If CP has a larger height value than surrounding pixels these pixels will be divided by a

certain fraction depending on distance. Corner pixels are divided by 1.4 and vertical and hori-

zontal pixels are divided by 1.

di st ance =


1.4 1 1.4

1 0 1

1.4 1 1.4

 (3.28)

sl ope =
HDi , j /di st ancei , j f or HDi , j > 0

0 f or HDi , j = 0
i = 1,2,3 , j = 1,2,3 (3.29)

SSi , j = max
{

sl opei , j
}

i = 1,2,3 , j = 1,2,3 (3.30)

The surrounding pixel with the largest value is determined as the output flow direction of the

CP pixel. Each pixel is then assigned a direction as either N (to the north), NE (to north east)

etc., see figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.10: Calculation of flow direction by steepest slope method (ILWIS, 2009).

The flow accumulation operation counts the total number of pixels (a cumulative count)

that drain into selected outlet points , see below. Larger streams such as rivers will therefore

have the highest values.

The drainage network, based on the flow accumulation, will be created using drainage net-

work extraction. The output is a boolean (true and false) raster map. Pixels in the drainage

network will be true and otherwise false. A threshold value is given as input which determines

how many pixels have to drain into a drainage network pixel (ILWIS, 2009). The larger the thre-

shold value the less detailed the drainage network will be. For ADRB the threshold value was

set to 10.000 and all pixels with a value > 10.000 were assigned true. The threshold value means

that minimum 10.000 pixels has to drain into the pixel before it can remain as a drainage.

The drainage network ordering divides the drainage network into smaller streams from

which the catchment extraction operation creates subcatchments. The division is made where

two or more streams meet (ILWIS, 2009). A minimum stream length is given as input, for the

ADRB 10.000. This value determines the minimum length that a stream should have to be in-

cluded in the drainage network. The larger the value, the less detailed the drainage network will

be. For each stream from the drainage network ordering operation a catchment is made by the

catchment extraction operation. Neighbouring catchments can afterwards be merged together

using the catchment merge operation. The selected outlet points are implemented by using a

point map with multiple points as input. The points represent catchment outlets, see below.

Using the catchment merge operation all catchments made from the catchment extraction

which drain into a given outlet point will be merged. The amount of outlet points will be the

final number of catchments made, see figure 3.11. In this way new catchments are made. This

creates a raster map where all pixels within a subcatchment are assigned the same value - a

catchment ID number. The catchments were used as subcatchments in the MIKE BASIN setup,

see figure 3.4.

Furthermore a catchment merge was performed using only one outlet point located where

Amu Darya enters the Aral Sea. This made one catchment including the entire area of the

ADRB. From this catchment the shape and borders of ADRB were set.
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Figure 3.11: Top: Illustration of subcatchments from the catchment extraction. Purple points illustrate

outlet points. Bottom: Illustration of the final catchment division after the catchment merge.

Selection of outlet points The aim was to make 20 to 50 outlet points in order to gain a prefer-

able amount of catchments. In total 35 outlet points were chosen. 12 of the 35 outlet points are

located at GRDC stations and 18 are located at hydrological stations. Where several stations

are located close, one or two are chosen. The selection of outlet points are based on having

a location on a main river, high population density, irrigation area, national borders, geology

and uniform topography. Similarly, hydrological stations located on small streams with little

flow, at the end of streams, or close to other stations with higher priority are deselected. Outlet

points are also located at each of the outlets of the reservoirs. Furthermore outlet points are

located where topography is changing between mountainous and flat, making the catchments

more uniform. Outlets in Afghanistan are selected only based on topography and one based on

high population in that area.
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These 35 outlet points are the base for dividing the Amu Darya Basin into subcatchments.

On figure 3.12 the result of the catchment merge can be seen. For a thorough description with

illustrations consult Appendix C.

Figure 3.12: Division of Amu Darya into subcatchments
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4 Calibration and validation

In this section the calibration approach used will be described and the results will be shown in

section 5. Calibration of a model is a process where input parameters are modified in order to

match the output from the model with observed data and thereby reduce the model’s predictive

uncertainty (Muthukrishnan et al., 2006). With understanding of local conditions, parameters

can be estimated better making the model simulate hydrological events of the catchment as

closely as possible (Madsen, 2000). Calibration of a runoff model is done against time series of

hydrological observations (DHI, 2009b). Usually the following objectives are considered when

calibrating (DHI, 2009b):

• A good agreement between average simulated and observed catchment runoff (i.e. a

good water balance)

• A good overall agreement of the shape of the hydrograph

• A good agreement of the peak flows with respect to timing, rate and volume

• A good agreement for low flows

These four objectives can be evaluated using (DHI, 2009b):

For the water balance an overall volume error is used.

F1 (θ) =
∣∣∣∣∣ 1

N

N∑
i=1

[
Qobs,i −Qsi m,i (θ)

]∣∣∣∣∣ (4.1)

Qobs,i is the observed discharge at time i

Qsi m,i is the simulated discharge at time i

θ is the set of model parameters to be calibrated

N is the number of steps in the calibration period

For the overall agreement of the shape of the hydrograph the overall Root Mean Square

Error, RMSE, is used.

F2 (θ) =
[

1

N

N∑
i=1

[
Qobs,i −Qsi m,i (θ)

]2

]½

(4.2)

For the agreement of the peak flows with respect to timing, rate and volume the average

RMSE of peak flow events is used.

F3 (θ) = 1

Mp

mp∑
j=1

[
1

n j

n j∑
i=1

[
Qobs,i −Qsi m,i (θ)

]2

]½

(4.3)

Mp is the number of peak flow events in the calibration period

n j is the number of time steps in event no. j
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For the agreement for low flows the average RMSE of low flow events is used.

F4 (θ) = 1

Ml

ml∑
j=1

[
1

n j

n j∑
i=1

[
Qobs,i −Qsi m,i (θ)

]2

]½

(4.4)

Ml is the number of peak flow events in the calibration period

The coefficient of determination (Nash and Sutcliffe, 1970) is commonly used for evaluating

the goodness-of-fit of the simulated hydrograph.

R2 = 1−
∑N

i=1

[
Qobs,i −Qsi m,i (θ)

]2

∑N
i=1

[
Qobs,i −Qobs (θ)

]2 (4.5)

Qobs is the average observed discharge.

A perfect match between simulated and observed discharge will result in R2 = 1 (DHI,

2009b). Four main types of errors affect the goodness-of-fit of the calibrated model. These

errors includes errors in data (meteorological and observed), simplifications within the model

structure and non-optimal parameter values. A deviation in simulated and observed discharge

will be due to a combined effect of all the errors. The only error that can be accounted for in

the calibration is the parameter values (Refsgaard and Storm, 1996).

All four objectives can not be completely satisfied at the same time. Therefore calibration

can be done either with respect to all of them where the best possible fit is found or with res-

pect to the objectives with highest priority (the most important one). Calibration can also be

done either automatically (by computer-based automatic procedures) or manually (Madsen,

2000). When manually calibrating, parameters are adjusted by trial-and-error until satisfactory

results are achieved (DHI, 2009b; Madsen, 2000). To test the calibration the model must be

validated against data which are not used for model calibration (split-sample test) (Refsgaard

and Storm, 1996). Validation then shows the credibility of the model by showing its ability to

replicate observed data.

For proper calibration, observed discharge data for the entire simulation period at the out-

let points are needed (Muthukrishnan et al., 2006). Observed discharge data were ordered from

10 selected outlet stations in Tajikistan, see section 3.3. Since data did not arrive only GRDC di-

scharge data are used in the calibration. This has limitations since GRDC data cover an earlier

time period than the simulation, see section 3.3.1. Data from GRDC stations and input data for

the NAM simulation do therefore not overlap in time periods, since NAM data cover the per-

iod from 2000 to 2009 (without “warm up” period). Calibration of the model is therefore not

expected to reach a satisfying level since calibration and validation will be of no better quality

than the data used. Due to lack of current observed discharge data a comparison study is made

instead of a proper calibration.
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Not all four of the above objectives are weighted equally in the comparison study. Water ba-

lance has the highest priority but peaks, timing and low flows have also been considered. Since

simultaneous observed and simulated discharge data are not available peaks, timing and low

flow will not be able to fit very well. The water balance therefore becomes the most relevant ob-

jective to compare. The results are evaluated by a hydrograph and a figure of accumulated flow

where the accumulated flow represent the water balance. The aim of the comparison study is

to reduce the water balance error to less than 20-30%.

Simulated runoff is compared to observed GRDC data by evaluating hydrographs and wa-

ter balance graphics. To do this, 19 coherent years of the observed GRDC data were selected

(comparable to the period 1991-2009 which is used in NAM). For outlets where daily GRDC di-

scharge data are available these are used but for the remaining outlet points GRDC discharge

data are given as monthly mean discharge. Data from GRDC were recalculated into daily mea-

surements by using the monthly value on a daily basis for a period of one month (28-31 days

depending on leap years), see MatLab script ObsDis.m in Appendix A.

Only catchments where GRDC data are available can be used for the comparison study.

GRDC data also have to be available for the previous catchment (unless the river stream begins

within this catchment) in order to compare discharge for the given catchment. This is due to

GRDC measurements including discharge from all the previous catchments (runoff produced

in upstream catchments is included in these data) . This means that even though GRDC data

are available for e.g. the outlet of catchment 1, comparison for this catchment can not be made

since GRDC data are not available for the outlet in catchment 29. The discharge formed in

catchment 1 can therefore not be estimated. This goes for catchment 21 and 27 as well. As a

result, the comparison study can only be made with catchment 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 11, 13, 19 and 22.

This is approximately 1/4 of all catchments. Rivers start in most of these catchments and they

are therefore easily compared with GRDC data. For catchment 11 and 13 discharge data from

catchments 6 and 19 respectively must be subtracted in order to estimate the discharge from

these catchments. For catchment 6, discharge data from catchment 2 and 7 have to be subtrac-

ted. The catchment division and catchment numbers can be seen on figure 3.12 in section 3.3.

For calibration it is chosen to divide ADRB into two parts. One part containing flat catch-

ments and one part containing mountainous catchments. This is done since it is expected that

calibration will be different for the two areas due to topographic and geologic effects on runoff

processes. The mountainous area consist of catchments where the mean elevation is above

1600 m. When the elevation is below 1600 m the catchment belongs to the flat area. The divi-

sion into flat and mountainous catchments is discussed in section 6. On figure 4.1 the division

of ADRB can be seen.
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4 CALIBRATION AND VALIDATION

Figure 4.1: Division of ADRB into flat and mountainous areas based on mean elevation. Catchments
with mean elevation above 1600 m are categorised as mountainous. Remaining catchments are
categorised as flat.

In the flat area catchments 0, 1, 29 and 27 are made inactive which means that runoff pro-

duced in these catchments are not included in the MIKE BASIN simulation. This is done since

it is expected that runoff will be neglectable due to flat topography and sandy uniform geology

for these catchments. Catchment 3 in the flat area is used for calibration with GRDC data and

catchments 2, 7, 8, 19 and 22 in the mountainous area. None of the other catchments in the

flat area where GRDC data are available are suitable for comparison due to different reasons.

Catchment 1 and 27 are made inactive, as mentioned, and calibration is therefore not neces-

sary. Flow for catchment 17, 21 and 27 can not be calculated since GRDC data for catchment

9, 5 and 4 are not available and calibration not possible. Since the flat area only has one catch-

ment for comparison, catchment 3, parameters determined for this catchment will be used in

the remaining flat catchments. Calibration in the mountainous area was first made for catch-

ment 2. The values found for this catchment were then evaluated and adjusted for the other

four catchments in order to find the best fit for all of them. The remaining catchments within

the mountainous area were assigned the found parameter values. Applying the found para-

meter values for the mountainous catchments on catchment 19, showed a larger deviation in

water balance than for the other mountainous catchments. Separate calibration and estima-

tion of parameter values were therefore made for catchment 19.
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Those catchments, where GRDC data were available at the outlet points, and which were

not used for calibration were then used for validation of the model. The catchments used for

validation are catchment 1, 13, 17, 21 and 27. Observed GRDC data are compared to simulated

discharge from MIKE BASIN since upstream discharge is included in the outlet points. Obser-

ved reservoir data from CAWATERinfo (2010) were used to validate flow in and out of reservoirs.

The parameters Umax and Lmax are important parameters when calibrating with respect

to the water balance. These parameters describe water content in the surface and lower zone

storages which affect actual ET and overland flow and thereby the water balance (DHI, 2009b).

The fixed relationship Umax = 0.1·Lmax is used leaving only one parameter left to be calibrated.

Too much runoff was initially simulated for all catchments used for the comparison study

and the storage capacities of the surface and lower zone storages were increased to adjust the

water balance. For flat catchments the value of Umax is set higher than for mountainous catch-

ments since it is expected that sandy soils (high porosity materials) have more storage capacity

which is the case for the flat catchments. The mountainous rockey (compact materials) catch-

ments will retain less water within the soil itself but lead water to aquifers. Surface storages

are therefore expected to be low in mountainous catchments compared to flat catchments. For

downwind catchments though, Cardenal et al. (2009a) found that Lmax values are high which

probably is caused by TRMM 3B42 underestimating orographic precipitation effects (Huffman

et al., 2007).

C KBF is increased relative to values in table 3.1, for both mountainous and flat catchments,

to increase the base flow and thereby simulate low flows better. The water balance is not affec-

ted negatively by this adjustment. The highest increase of C KBF is made for the mountainous

catchments except for catchment 19 due to above reasons.

CQl ow and C Klow are kept as the initial values in table 3.1. The shape and timing of the si-

mulated hydrograph could not be improved significantly compared to observed data and these

parameters were therefore unchanged. Furthermore the overall water balance is not effected

by these.

The found parameter values from the comparison study can bee seen in table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Parameter values found in the comparison study for mountainous and flat catchments res-

pectively.

Umax [mm] Lmax [mm] C KBF [hr] C Klow [hr] CQl ow [%]

Mountainous Catchments 10 100 2500 8760 20
Flat Catchments 200 2000 1500 8760 20

Catchment 19 750 7500 1500 8760 20
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5 Results

Results from the comparison study, between observed GRDC discharge and simulated dis-

charge in NAM, can be seen below. Afterwards comparison between observed GRDC discharge

and MIKE BASIN simulated discharge is shown followed by a comparison of simulated inflow,

stored volume and releases for the Tyuyamuyun and Nurek reservoirs with observed data from

CAWATERinfo, 2010. For the Tyuyamuyun reservoir, results of the applied losses fraction are

shown as well. In the end irrigation nodes are evaluated.

It should be noted that the time axis on all figures are corresponding to the simulation pe-

riod 2000-2009. The time period for observed discharge data is specified for each figure. Since

a correction of temperature with elevation is applied, see section 3.1.1, temperature and snow

water equivalent data are calculated for the 10 elevation zones. Temperature and snow water

equivalent are in this section given as the mean values of the ten elevation zones.

Individual results for all catchments used for comparison study and validation can be seen

in Appendix D including illustrations. The catchments are numerically ordered.

5.1 Results for catchments used in the comparison study

Discharge from NAM is compared to observed GRDC discharge to evaluate the accuracy of

discharge simulation of a given catchment. A good agreement between water balances, within

the six catchments used in the comparison study, was not achieved except for catchment 2

which had an error within 20 %, see figure 5.1. The aim of the comparison study was to reduce

the water balance error to less than 20-30%.
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Figure 5.1: Accumulated observed and simulated discharge for the outlet of catchment 2. Observed

discharge data are from the period 1970-1979.

No correlation between error in water balance and the location of a given catchment within

the ADRB was found. Generally too much discharge was simulated except for catchment 7. For

this catchment simulated discharge was approximately 50 % too low. Water balance and hy-

drograph for this catchment can be seen in Appendix D. The deviation in catchment 7 can not

be related to any obvious causes. Catchments 3, 19 and 22 produce twice as much discharge as

observed, results are shown in Appendix D. Catchment 8 had the largest deviation, simulating
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three times too much discharge as observed. Furthermore catchment 8 showed accumulation

of the snow water equivalent over the simulation period, see figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Results for catchment 8. Top: Observed GRDC discharge compared to simulated discharge

are shown together with precipitation. Observed discharge data are from the period 1968-1977. Bottom:

Snow water equivalent is shown together with temperature.

Due to very cold temperatures for most of the years in catchment 8 snow is accumulated

over the 10 years of simulation. Temperatures above 0 degrees Celsius are only seen for short

periods allowing only small parts of the snow storage to melt. Snow melt seems to be the impor-

tant cause of runoff compared to precipitation for this catchment. Peaks in simulated runoff

shows that precipitation is stored as snow and runoff occur when the snow melts. Snow wa-

ter equivalent should reach zero in the summer and then accumulate over the winter. Figure

5.2 shows the average for the 10 elevation zones in the catchment but accumulation of snow

only takes place in the two highest zones causing an odd shape for the mean. The area used

for catchment 8 is twice as large as the area for the GRDC catchment which could be a reason

for the increased simulated discharge. A table with catchment areas used in the project and

given by GRDC together with the difference between the two is shown in Appendix E. It is also

noticed that a lake is located within the catchment. If water is retained in the lake discharge

would be reduced which is not included in the simulation.

In contradiction to the mountainous catchments snow storage does not seem to have as

much influence on the simulated discharge for catchment 3, see figure 5.3.

Precipitation is to a wider extent passed directly on to the surface storage and not retai-

ned in the snow storage due to higher mean temperature. Table showing mean temperature

and precipitation for catchments used in the comparison study can be seen in Appendix E. It

is noticed that snow storage forms before temperature drops below 0 degrees Celsius. The in-

accurate illustration is a result of both temperature and snow water equivalent being means
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Figure 5.3: Results for catchment 3. Top: Observed GRDC discharge compared to simulated discharge

are shown together with precipitation. Observed discharge data are from the period 1980-1989. Bottom:

Snow water equivalent is shown together with temperature.

for the entire catchment. Even if the mean catchment temperature is still above 0 degree Cel-

sius, it may be below 0 degree Celsius in the higher elevation zones. The relation between snow

accumulation and snow melt is therefore illustrated imprecisely compared to temperature.

5.2 Results for validation catchments

Comparison, between simulated discharge in MIKE BASIN and GRDC discharge data, was

made for those catchment outlets where GRDC data were available and which were not in-

cluded in the comparison study. This includes catchments 1, 13, 17, 21 and 27.

The catchments belonging to the flat area of ADRB are simulated best where simulated

discharge data for catchment 1 matches observed discharge very well, see figure 5.4, and the

error for catchment 21 and 27 are reduced to 20 %. The good water balance in catchment 27 is

obtained despite strong variations in simulations for upstream catchments, see figure 5.5.

Downstream of catchment 27 a losses fraction is applied to the main stream in catchment

29 affecting downstream catchments. The simulated discharge in catchment 1 is dominated

by releases from Tyuyamuyun reservoir but is also affected by the losses fraction. Without the

applied losses fraction the simulated discharge in catchment 1 would have been too high due

to spills from the Tyuyamuyun reservoir. In subsection 5.3.2 more about the losses fraction is

written. It is noticed that both simulated and observed discharge for catchment 1 drop to zero

but not at the same time of the year.
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Figure 5.4: Validation results for catchment 1. Top: Accumulated observed and simulated discharge.

Bottom: Daily observed and simulated discharge. Observed discharge data are from the period 1964-

1973.
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Figure 5.5: Validation results for catchment 27. Top: Accumulated observed and simulated discharge.

Bottom: Daily observed and simulated discharge. Observed discharge data are from the period 1959-

1968.
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Very distinct drops are also seen in simulated discharge for catchment 17, see figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6: Validation results for catchment 17. Top: Accumulated observed and simulated discharge.

Bottom: Observed and simulated discharge. Observed discharge data are from the period 1982-1991.

The drops occur in autumn months for the entire simulation period where discharge reaches

or almost reaches zero. This is not the case in any years for observed discharge. This is on the

other hand seen in results for catchment 21 where observed discharge drops to zero but simu-

lated does not, see figure 5.7.

Catchment 17 and 21 are located next to each other and losses seems to be simulated in the

wrong catchment when looking at observed discharge data. Furthermore too little discharge is

simulated in catchment 17 and too much in catchment 21 supporting this theory.

In section 5.1 simulated discharge for catchment 19 was found to be too high. As catchment

19 discharges into catchment 13 this affects the simulated discharge in catchment 13 which

is much higher than observed discharge, see figure 5.8. Both catchment 13 and 19 simulates

around 50 % too much discharge.

It is noticed that the water balance for observed discharge has a constant slope without

seasonal variations. This could imply that a reservoir is located in catchment 13 which is not

included in the simulation.
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Figure 5.7: Validation results for catchment 21. Top: Accumulated observed and simulated discharge.

Bottom: Observed and simulated discharge. Observed discharge data are from the period 1942-1951.
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Figure 5.8: Validation results for catchment 13. Top: Accumulated observed and simulated discharge.

Bottom: Observed and simulated discharge. Observed discharge data are from the period 1976-1985.
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5.3 Evaluation of Reservoirs simulations

For the two reservoirs, simulated and observed inflow, release and stored volumes have been

compared in order to evaluate the model performance with present observed data (data from

2000-2009) from CAWATERinfo (2010) and thereby to evaluate the overall model performance.

For calculation of the accumulated observed data each measurement is repeated for a 10 day

interval since three monthly measurements are provided.

5.3.1 Evaluation of Nurek reservoir

Inflow to Nurek reservoir is simulated too low for all years within the simulation period, see

figure 5.9. Peaks are considerably lower for simulated inflow, not only for the dry years 2000

and 2001, but for all years. Timing of the inflow is delayed compared to observed inflow.
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Figure 5.9: Top: Accumulated observed and simulated inflow to Nurek reservoir, Bottom: Observed

and simulated inflow to Nurek reservoir.

Observed releases are not fulfilled for most years, see figure 5.10. In the years 2000, 2002,

2003 and 2005 releases are fulfilled in periods. An initial water level, for a full reservoir, is set

when modeling, see section 3.2.1, and water can therefore be released from the reservoir in

the first part of 2000 reaching observed release levels. Observed release levels are met for the

longest period in 2003 even though observed inflow levels are not met. The period of matching

releases reaches form spring, where snow melt begins, and until late winter in the beginning of

2004. In spring 2005 and fall 2002 and 2005 observed release levels are reached for periods of a

couple of months.
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It appears as if simulated released water in 2005 exceeds observed levels. The observed

release has two small peaks and simulated release reaches the first peak but not the next. An

exceed in simulated release compared to observed will only occur if a full reservoir is simulated

(when observed is not). This scenario causes spill from the reservoir which will be included in

the simulated release. Otherwise water will be stored in the reservoir.

Figure 5.10: Observed and simulated releases for Nurek reservoir.

On figure 5.11 it can be seen that a full reservoir is only simulated at the initial water level

in 2000. In the first part of 2000 stored volume is simulated too high due to the applied initial

water level. The stored volume is for most parts of the simulated period at dead storage volume

meaning that the water level in the reservoir equals top of dead storage. A figure of stored

volume and water level is illustrated in Appendix F. The only time where volume exceeds dead

storage volume is at the same time as simulated release reaches observed. Inflow to Nurek is at

these times high enough to both reach releases and to store some excess water. Observed levels

of stored volumes are not reached for any years.

Figure 5.11: Observed and simulated stored volumes for Nurek reservoir.
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5.3.2 Evaluation of Tyuyamuyun reservoir

Inflow to Tyuyamuyun reservoir is simulated slightly too high, see figure 5.12. A losses fraction

has been applied to the river upstream the reservoir to reduce simulated inflow. This fraction

has been set to 0.5 meaning that the water in the stream is being reduced by 50 %. For the years

2000 to 2005 the simulated water balance matches observed. From 2006 to 2009 simulated

inflow exceeds the observed.
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Figure 5.12: Top: Accumulated observed and simulated inflow to Tyuyamuyun reservoir. Bottom: Ob-

served and simulated inflow to Tyuyamuyun reservoir.

The rising limps of the simulated inflow are simulated better than recession limps which

are delayed. This is most expressed in the years 2007-2009. Simulated peaks are thereby wider

and do not reach the levels of the observed inflow. The dry years 2000 and 2001 are simulated

best compared to the remaining years.

For all years the inflow is dramatically reduced in autumn months. This pattern is the same

when looking at catchments with irrigation withdrawals. Catchment 17 is an example of this,

see section 5.2. The withdrawals have to be relatively high compared to river flow, though, be-

fore this is clearly expressed.

Observed releases are met for most of the time until 2007 where simulated releases exceed

observed, except for some shorter periods, see figure 5.13. Periods where simulated releases

exceed observed indicate spills from the reservoir.
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Figure 5.13: Simulated and observed releases of Tyuyamuyun reservoir.

Figure 5.14: Simulated and observed stored volumes of Tyuyamuyun reservoir.

Even though releases are met, simulated stored volume is larger than observed for most

years, see figure 5.14. Maximum storage is reached regularly for the simulated stored volume

but not for the observed. Inaccurate spills are therefore simulated.

In some periods of 2004 and 2005 the simulated stored volume equals dead storage volume,

corresponding to a water level at top of dead storage. In Appendix B an illustration of the si-

mulated water level for Tyuyamuyun reservoir is shown. Overall, simulated stored volume is

simulated too low for the years 2004 and 2005 but a tendency in increasing and decreasing vo-

lumes can be seen.

It is furthermore noticed that observed storage volume in 2001 (and for a very short period

in 2002) goes below dead storage volume.
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5.4 Evaluation of Irrigation areas

For the irrigation areas different results were achieved. The simulated water demand has been

evaluated against simulated withdrawals of water. Three different scenarios were identified.

Some irrigators had water demand fulfilled at all times, some lacked water in periods and for

some water demand was not met at all within a full growing season. Water demand in spring is

relatively low and always fulfilled but in autumn months water demand increases and for some

irrigators water demand exceeds available water in these periods. Most of the irrigators belong

to the second group where water deficit was most pronounced in dry years. The different sce-

narios can be related to the flow in the river at the time of withdrawal. Only one catchment,

catchment 23, had the water demand fulfilled throughout the entire simulation period. This

irrigation node was located at a main river. The water deficit for the remaining irrigators can

not be related to their location in ADRB.
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6 Discussion

6.1 Catchment simulations

Most of the catchments produce too much runoff often due to simulated peak flows being too

high. Peak runoff events are normally caused by large quantities of overland flow and are ad-

justed by lowering the overland flow runoff coefficient, CQOF. Since this value is already set to

zero for all catchments, no overland flow is occurring, and the peak flows can only be reduced

by increasing the storage capacities of the surface and lower zone storage. This has limitations

since values for physical parameters should be realistic.

For catchment 7 too little discharge is simulated and the capacities of the storages should

therefore be decreased instead of increased. Looking at previous calibration results, the hydro-

graph and water balance, a value of Umax = 0.1mm gave the best result. This is not very realistic

and Umax is kept at Umax = 10 mm. Furthermore there are no indications in geology, topogra-

phy or anything else which would imply that catchment 7 should be calibrated differently than

the other mountainous catchments. The catchment area used for discharge simulation is ap-

proximately the same for catchment 7 as the given area from GRDC data, see Appendix E. The

error for this catchment must therefore originate from somewhere else e.g. glacial melt. From

Novikov and Safarov (2003) glaciers are estimated to be located in catchment 7 supporting this

theory. The deviation between observed and simulated discharge can be related to the unac-

counted glacial melt which is not simulated in the model.

For catchment 8 discharge is simulated three times too high. Also far too much runoff is

produced for catchment 19 and 13. Catchment 19 seems to be located on the downwind side

of the Pamir mountain range which could have an influence on the simulation of precipitation

effects. When clouds are pushed against the mountain side, water is being released causing dry

conditions on the downwind side, since moisture is removed from the air by this orographic

precipitation (Brutsaert, 2009). TRMM 3B42 precipitation data are known to underestimate

orographic precipitation (Huffman et al., 2007) and as a result precipitation is underestima-

ted on the windward-facing side and overestimated on the downwind side. When calibrating

catchment 19, Lmax is therefore adjusted to compensate for the additional precipitation and

thereby additional simulated runoff. The surface and lower zone storage are thus increased for

this catchment in order to simulate less runoff.

Catchment 13 is affected by the increased simulated discharge from catchment 19 but other

things too seem to influence the error of the water balance as well. From the water balance,

observed discharge indicates regulations of the water flow within the catchment e.g. by a re-

servoir. Lake Sarez and Usoi Dam are identified in catchment 13 by using Google Maps. The

Usoi Dam is a natural dam caused by an enormous rock slide in 1911. Lake Sarez formed after

this landslide with an initial rise in water level by approximately 75 m/yr (Alford et al., 2000;

Risley et al., 2006). Today the water level is rising with approximately 0.2 m/yr and around 50

to 60 m3/s of water is leaking through the dam (Risley et al., 2006). This flow rate is close to

the observed discharge for catchment 13. The leakage through the dam can be described with
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Darcy’s law, where the flow rate is described by the relation between cross sectional area, hy-

draulic conductivity and the height difference between head of the lake and head of the river.

Assuming no significant seasonal change in water level for Lake Sarez compared to the outflow

river, the flow rate can be assumed close to constant.

Usoi dam was initially not noticed since the drainage network made in ILWIS runs through

Sarez Lake. When performing the fill sinks operation in ILWIS depressions with no outlet were

removed, see section 3.3.2, and the water level in the lake was thereby raised to avoid accumu-

lation of water and allowing the water to run trough.

If the altered regulation of flow should be implemented in the model a reservoir node could

be located in catchment 13. In this way releases could be adjusted to match the found flow

through the natural dam. Dimensions of Lake Sarez could also be estimated and applied. It is

believed that the properties of a reservoir node would be reasonable to use in the simulation

since the wanted reduction of seasonal flow can be achieved.

Had the discharge in catchment 19 been simulated more accurately, the simulated discharge

in catchment 13 would to some degree have resembled the situation before the landslide hap-

pened and where no water was retained. The missing seasonal variation in observed discharge

for catchment 13 can be explained by the Usoi Dam. Lake Sarez is not a reservoir but since Usoi

Dam is a natural dam, allowing water to constantly seep through, the water balance shows si-

gns of regulations of water flow within the catchment.

For catchment 8 the large deviation in simulated and observed discharge is found to be a

simulation error. Catchment 8 is located in the Parmir Mountains and a huge endorheic lake,

Karakul lake, is found to be located within the catchment boundaries. Being an endorheic lake,

it has no outlet and the water balance is adjusted by precipitation, glacial melt, evaporation

and bottom infiltration (UNEP, 2010). This means that some water is retained in the lake and

not included in the observed discharge data. In the ADRB model, though, outlet from the lake

has been simulated, probably causing the deviation in the water balances for this catchment.

Again when performing the fill sinks operation, depressions with no outlet were removed, cor-

responding to the endorheic lake being converted into a lake connected to the river streams. In

order to reduce the simulated discharge error for the entire ADRB in MIKE BASIN, catchment

8 should be modified. Since the lake is located close to the outer boundary of the catchment

either an outlet point could have been made just after the lake (in this way a catchment inclu-

ding the lake could be taken out of the model) or the catchment area could be reduced by the

size of the lake. When the situation in catchment 8 was realised the project had reached a level

where changes could not be incorporated in the project due to lack of time.

Furthermore, snow water equivalent for catchment 8 showed accumulation of snow over

the years of simulation. This is not in agreement with the common knowledge of increasing

temperatures and glaciers melting away. Two simulation simplifications influence the simula-

tion and can explain the simulated accumulation of snow. When adjusting temperature with

elevation, a lapse rate correction is used. This is a simple approach assuming a constant de-

crease in temperature with elevation. The actual decrease in temperature for catchment 8

might not follow this assumption and hence temperatures might be higher than simulated in
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the model, leading to more snow melt. It should be mentioned that the simulated accumula-

tion of snow only occurs within two of the 10 elevation zones for the catchment but accumu-

lation here is so pronounced that the mean snow water equivalent clearly shows the accumu-

lation. Elevation for these two zones are also the highest for all catchments explaining why the

accumulation is only seen in this catchment. Had the elevation zones not been the highest this

would simply not be an acceptable result.

In NAM redistribution of snow is not applied hence the simulation of snow melt for catch-

ment 8 is not correctly simulated. Generally snow is not evenly distributed at mountain ranges.

This is due to snow being transported by wind and the accumulation of snow at wind exposed

sites must therefore be lower than at sheltered sites. In high altitudes steep slopes with limited

snow storage capacity are often dominating and the snow will most likely be deposited at lower

altitudes. Snow melt can therefore occur at another place than where it fell which could be the

case for catchment 8.

Hydrological events as those seen in catchment 7, 8 and 19 could also occur in other catch-

ments. Due to lack of observed data neither the type of hydrological event nor the catchments

can be identified.

During the comparison study it was noticed that discharge data for catchment 11, the

catchment just before Nurek reservoir, contained negative values. To calculate the discharge

for catchment 11 only, GRDC data for catchment 6 have to be subtracted which resulted in the

negative values in some periods. The negative values must refer to unknown losses either by

high evapotranspiration, since the losses occur in summer months, or it could be due to un-

known users in this catchment.

During the calibration process it was noticed that a reformation of the catchment division

could have had an influence on the evaluation of the model performance. It is believed that

some refinement of the subcatchments would influence calibration and thereby reduce the

model’s predictive uncertainty to some degree.

For the division into flat and mountainous areas, under the comparison study, the outcome

of a reformation of catchments would mean that catchments would be calibrated differently

altering the final simulation. The division of flat and mountainous catchments is made at alti-

tude 1600 m which is quite high and the benefits of this division is debatable. As the catchment

division is now, the flat area of the ADRB actually consist of two types of catchments; inactive-

and semi mountainous catchments. Inactive catchments do not need calibration since the

contribution of simulated runoff from these catchments is zero. The altitude of the inactive

catchments reaches from 0-600 m and the geology is uniform. For the remaining catchments

in the flat area (catchments 3, 12, 21, 17, 20, 23 and 31) usable GRDC data for calibration are

only available for catchment 3. This catchment is not very representative for the other catch-

ments since catchment 3 is located on the down slope of the mountain range and the remain-

ing catchments in the area are too versatile. To rectify these issues one of two options could

be used. The options would be to either divide the subcatchments into different and/or into

smaller catchments by altering outlet points or to change the division of flat and mountainous
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catchments and thereby let all catchments which are not inactive be included in the moun-

tainous area. An example of the new division into flat and mountainous areas is illustrated on

figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1: Division of the ADRB into flat and mountainous catchments where the altitude of division

is reduced to 600 m compared to 1600 m as is the case with the current division.

If catchments 12, 21, 17, 20, 23 and 31 are included in the mountainous area, errors in

the hydrographs and water balances would still occur since all catchments that are not inac-

tive would be assigned the same calibration values. Since the calibration values are based on

physical properties of the soil and processes, one set of calibration values would not be repre-

sentative for all these catchments. For catchment 3 e.g. applying used calibration values found

for mountainous catchments would result in an increased error of the simulated water balance.

Changing the size and division of subcatchments can be done with advantage considering

both estimation of physical parameters for calibration and the possibility to compare more

catchments with GRDC data. Catchments 17, 20, 21, 23 and 31, as they are now, reach both into

the flat plains and the lower parts of the mountains making calibration difficult. If additional

division had been made of these catchments, areas within the plains would have formed either

inactive or flat catchments making calibration more representative. If outlets of the smaller

catchments are placed where GRDC data are available, then more catchments could be used

for comparison of simulated and observed discharge. Catchment 3 would probably belong to

the mountainous area despite the new catchment division and the water balance for catchment

3 would not have improved compared to the other option.
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There are both pros and cons for both options but if time had been available the option

where the catchment division is altered and catchments are made smaller would be preferable.

6.2 Reservoirs

The inflow to Nurek reservoir is simulated too low which could be due to the simulated di-

scharge at the outlet in catchment 7 being simulated too low. The other catchments contribu-

ting to the inflow in Nurek reservoir are catchment 2, 6 and 11 where catchment 6 also produces

too little runoff.

At times the observed stored volume in Nurek reservoir from CAWATERinfo (2010) slightly

exceeds the applied design capacity of the reservoir. The simulated stored volume never reaches

the maximum stored volume after initial condition. Had the simulation of stored volume been

more accurate and reached the maximum observed stored volume, spill would have been si-

mulated although in reality it would not have occurred. It would have been expected that the

maximum stored volume would be smaller than the design capacity due to sedimentation over

the years which is also shown in Froebrich et al. (2006).

The simulated stored volume in Tyuyamuyun reservoir is for a great deal of time larger than

observed despite inflow and releases matching relatively well. A reason for this could be that

there are unknown users connected directly to the reservoir. Their withdrawals would then not

be included in the simulated releases.

The simulated inflow to Tyuyamuyun reservoir was simulated way too high, compared to

observed data, before applying a losses fraction on the stream leading into the reservoir. The

discharge in catchment 27 fits relatively well with GRDC data. This means that there must be

some kind of loss from the stream between the outlet in catchment 27 and the inflow to Tyuya-

muyun reservoir which have not been accounted for in the model. The applied irrigation data

are from Raskin et al. (1992) which mean that the data are not updated and do therefore not

show the current water withdrawal situation. There could also be other kinds of water users

connected to the stream but since no data for this were available the lumped losses fraction is a

way to incorporate the unknown losses in the model. Additionally the losses fraction includes

bottom infiltration and evaporation. The applied losses fraction does not change over a year

but it could be considered to implement a seasonally varying losses fraction. The losses from

evaporation would be higher in the summer and water for irrigation is also taken out in certain

periods of the year. The losses fraction could be altered on a yearly basis as well, depending on

changes in discharge (e.g. dry years) shown in simulation results. The losses fraction is only

used as an alternative to observed data for losses. Implementing updated irrigation data would

change the value for the losses fraction which then should be altered. The value of the applied

losses fraction is a parameter telling something about how inaccurate the model simulates wi-

thout the losses fraction.

To improve the simulation of Tyuyamuyun reservoir it could be considered to have four

smaller reservoirs which is the case in reality. This could give a more accurate description of

the reservoirs since data about dimensions are more detailed for the four reservoirs than for the
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entire Tyuyamuyun reservoir. The downside would be that the observed data (inflow, release

and volume) from CAWATERinfo (2010) are given for the entire Tyuyamuyun reservoir and not

for the individual reservoirs.

6.3 The influence of irrigation on the ADRB

The irrigation data being from 1987 (Raskin et al., 1992) definitely affected model performance.

It is assumed that the irrigation areas and crop types have changed since 1987 and water de-

mand has changed. Micklin (2007) reports of a change in the composition of crop types to less

water demanding crop types in 1990-1998. This was probably the main cause of water withdra-

wals dropping by 16 % in the same period. At the same time irrigation area rose by 10 %. This

shows how complex the irrigation data are and how easily data are affected. If the 10 % increase

in area were to be implemented in the model some simplifications and assumptions should be

made e.g. that the 10 % increase in area corresponds to a 10 % increase in area for each crop

type. MIKE BASIN would then simulate an increase in withdrawals as well which in this case

would be incorrect.

A strong argument for implying that irrigation data are not updated, and thereby incorrect,

is the deviation between observed and simulated inflow to Tyuyamuyun reservoir and the Aral

Sea before applying the losses fraction.

Besides evapotranspiration, irrigation (which is the only other source of water withdrawal

included in the model) has great influence on the inflow to the Aral Sea. Micklin (2007) esti-

mates the average annual inflow to the Aral Sea to 5-9 km3 depending on dry years, see table

6.1. Information about inflow to the Aral Sea has been difficult to find and has been limited.

Disagreement between authors of various used articles did not make it easier. Data from Mick-

lin (2007) have been chosen since the years of which flow is calculated is given. No information

about inflow to the Aral Sea in the years after 2005 could be found, though. Inflow from Amu

Darya only accounts for a fraction of the total inflow to the Aral Sea. From Olsson and Bauer

(2010) this fraction is estimated to 70 % of the total inflow.

Table 6.1: Annual average inflow to the Aral Sea. *The contribution from the Amu Darya is assumed to

be 70 % of the total inflow to the Aral Sea based on Olsson and Bauer (2010). **Simulation was only done

for the year 2000.

Average total inflow to Aral Sea Inflow to Aral Sea from Average simulated inflow[
km3/yr

]
(Micklin, 2007) Amu Darya

[
km3/yr

]
*

[
km3/yr

]
1999-2000 5 3.5 18.1**

2001-2005 9 6.3 31.9

Simulated inflow to the Aral Sea exceeds inflow provided by Micklin (2007) by approxima-

tely 5 times for both dry and normal years. It is noticed that the simulated inflow to the Aral

Sea is very similar to releases from Tyuyamuyun. Again, this indicates, together with the in-

creased simulated inflow to the Aral Sea, that the irrigation nodes do not withdraw the correct
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amount of water from the river. Correcting observed data for the irrigation nodes would the-

refore change the performance of the overall discharge simulation of the model. In the mean

time another losses fraction could be applied after Tyuyamuyun reservoir. Since the inflow is

simulated approximately 5 times too high in both dry an normal years this would be an accep-

table solution in this simulation period. Since data from Micklin (2007) and other authors is

uncertain, the result of the losses fraction applied will be difficult to evaluate.

A pronounced decrease in simulated discharge in autumn months was observed for catch-

ments with irrigation. This was most pronounced in catchments where irrigation water de-

mand exceeded stream flow. More detailed information about which streams irrigation with-

draws water from would improve the model. It was e.g. found for catchment 17 and 21 that the

irrigation node seemed to be connected to the wrong river or should have been connected to

several rivers. Having current observed discharge data for the outlet in catchment 17 and 21

could help confirm or dismiss this theory and support possible altering of withdrawals. Irri-

gation areas where water demands are not fulfilled might also take water from more than one

stream. There is also the possibility that water is stored for later use and thereby fulfilling water

demands but the only storage of water simulated in the model is for the two reservoirs.

6.4 Limitations on data and model accuracy

Conflicts within ADRB concern reduced flow in rivers and inflow to the Aral Sea, loss of work

and income, reduced public health and political issues about the use of water for irrigation and

power supply.

At the current stage this model is not sufficient for decision making and does not provide

a complete overview of local conditions, such as hydrological, orographic and geologic events

and effects, in the ADRB. After refinement, the model could support decision making concer-

ning the use and management of water supply both in terms of power supply and agriculture.

A refinement would include comparison with current observed data (discharge and irrigation),

new division of catchments and possibly simulation of hydropower and groundwater pumping

used for eventual real time modeling. The model can not directly influence social conflicts

concerning unemployment and illness but might provide positive impact if other political is-

sues are overcome.

The incomplete overview can partly be related to limitations on data. In general there are

some inaccuracy connected to applied data. The temperature and precipitation input data are

a result of interpolation between data from measuring stations and data provided by various

satellite systems (Huffman et al., 2007; Molteni et al., 1996). The inaccuracy for precipitation

data was seen as difficulties when estimating orographic effects. Also the correlation between

precipitation and altitude showed signs of bad predictability for the precipitation data. This

is compensated for by adjusting physical parameters when calibrating. Since this adjustment

only can be done for a few catchments with GRDC data, the extent of this issue can not be de-

termined.
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Simplifications made during data preparation and modeling are assumed to be acceptable

considering the quality of data. One simplification was converting monthly GRDC discharge

data into daily by repeating monthly values for 28-31 days. It is also assumed that making flat

catchments inactive will have no further impact on simulation results. By using topography

and geology data it is estimated that these areas would not produce runoff. By making them

inactive simulation errors are avoided.

For irrigation, parameters from Cardenal et al. (2009b) have been applied. Due to lack of

data, both considering parameters and observed data, these parameter values could not be al-

tered. It has therefore not been possible to evaluate the simulated water demand, based on

applied parameters, and determine to which extent they affect the simulation. Only the obser-

ved inflow data for Tyuyamuyun reservoir and the high simulated inflow to the Aral Sea indicate

an error in applied irrigation data.
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7 Conclusion and recommendations

A river basin model has been developed of the Amu Darya River Basin using the Rainfall-Runoff

model NAM and River basin model MIKE BASIN. In the long perspective the model is intended

to provide support for decision making in the area. At this stage available data are implemented

in the model and a general model setup has been made but the model does not provide a com-

plete overview of local conditions due to lack of observed data. The model setup consist of 35

subcatchments, a river network, 11 irrigation schemes based on Raskin et al. (1992) and two

reservoirs estimated from CAWATERinfo (2010).

The local hydrology and terrain of Amu Darya River Basin are found be very complex and

can affect simulation within a single catchment, as was found for some catchments. It is has not

been possible to estimate the extent of hydrological events and varying terrain in catchments

where observed discharge data were not available.

The lack of observed data has limited calibration and evaluation of simulated discharge.

Further evaluation and determination of errors can not be done before current observed data

are received.

Simulation was primarily evaluated based on errors in water balances. The goal was to

reduce the error to 20-30 % which was achieved for 4 out of 11 catchments used for calibration

and validation. It was found that a refinement of the catchment division would be preferable

due to possibilities of reducing calibration errors and gain better simulations and comparison

results.

An overall simulation error of discharge in the plains of Amu Darya River Basin was found

and incorrect simulation of irrigation is believed to be the cause. This could especially be seen

by too high simulated inflow to Tyuyamuyun reservoir and the Aral Sea where irrigators up-

stream are assumed to withdraw too little water. A losses fraction was applied before Tyuya-

muyun reservoir reducing flow in the river by 50 % and thereby reducing the simulation error.

Inflow to the Aral Sea is still simulated five times too high.

For further work with this model it is recommended that recent data about irrigation and

discharge are collected, information about local conditions is gathered, simulation of hydro-

logical events is improved and the model is extended to enable real time forecasting.
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function [refel] = refeltempst()
% Calculated the reference level for temperature stations for each
% catchment.
% The out put is a 35x2 matrix. 1st column is the catchID and the 2nd
% column is the reference elevation.
 
%Authors: Iris Hedegaard Jensen & Kristina Nowak Marker
%Last updated: June 2010 DTU Environment
 
load allcatchments.mat % Raster map where all pixels in the same catchment hav the 
value. Each pixel is 1kmx1km.
load catchID.mat % A vector with catchemnt ID's.
load tp_amu.asc % Topography for the ARDB.
load catchareas_ordered_sqrkm.txt % Catchmentarea for each catchment.
 
%%
tp_amu(tp_amu==6849.10)=NaN;
areas = catchareas_ordered_sqrkm;
refel = zeros(length(catchID),2);
refel(:,1) = catchID;
 
%%
for i=1:length(catchID)
    a=tp_amu;
    a(find(allcatchments~=catchID(i)))=NaN;
    b = a(find(a >0));
    d = sum(b)/areas(i);
    refel(i,2) = d;
end
disp('Reference elevation for temperature station has been calculated')
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function [ETtime,ETdata] = getETr(time,temperatureMatrix,centerRefvec,averagingPeriod)
% Derives potential evapotranspiration using 6-hourly temperature data provided by 
ECMWF
% input:    -time: vector with dates in matlab format
%           -temperatureMatrix: 3D matrix where dimensions are [lat,lon,time], can be 
extracted with
%            getECMWFh
%           -centerRefvec is a 1-by-3 referencing vector with elements [cells/angleunit 
north-latitude west-longitude]
%            for the case of ECMWF data, the coordinates refer to the center of the 
pixel, so data should be entered
%            accordingly into centerRefvec.
%           -averagingPeriod: recommended for Hargreaves is 7 to 10 days
% output:   -ETtime: vector with matlab dates for the beginning of every averaging 
period
%           -ETdata: 3D matrix with daily potential evapotranspiration, averaged over 
averagingPeriod
% note:     -when the length of time is not a multiple of averagingPeriod, then the 
remainder will not be
%            taken into the result. This means that the results strictly represent data 
for a complete
%            averaging period. However, if there is a missing datum for a day (for 
instance, when
%            longitude>135) then the day is computed with the available data.
%
% Silvio Pereira, 2008
% DTU Environment
 
% EXTRACTING GEOGRAPHICAL DATA FROM INPUT ARGUMENTS
 
cellPerDegree = centerRefvec(1);
northCorner = centerRefvec(2);
westCorner  = centerRefvec(3);
[tRow,tCol,tDepth] = size(temperatureMatrix);
 
latInterval = (cellPerDegree)^-1;
latitudes = [northCorner-(latInterval*(tRow-1)):latInterval:northCorner];
latitudes = rot90(latitudes);
 
longInterval = (cellPerDegree)^-1;
longitudes = [westCorner:longInterval:westCorner+(longInterval*(tCol-1))];
longitudes = median(longitudes); % this is just the average longitude, but implemented 
this way for further developments
 
% CORRECTING DAY PERIOD ACCORDING TO THE AREA'S LONGITUDE
 
if (longitudes>=45 && longitudes<135);          correction = 0.25; % correction in 
fractions of day
elseif (longitudes>=135 && longitudes<=180);    correction = 0.5;
elseif (longitudes>=-45 && longitudes<45);      correction = 0;
elseif (longitudes>=-135 && longitudes<-45);    correction = -0.25;
elseif (longitudes>=-180 && longitudes<-135);   correction = -0.5;
else error('Ambiguous spatial reference in centerRefvec'); end
 
time = time + correction;
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% LOOPING THROUGH EVERY DAY
days = unique(floor(time));
 
for i = 1:averagingPeriod:length(days)
    if i + averagingPeriod - 1 <= length(days)
        
        % Calculating Ra for every day - or for the middle day in case of averaging ET 
over days
        daysVec = datevec(days(i));
        year = datenum(daysVec(1), 0, 0, 0, 0, 0);
        J = days(i) - year;
        Gsc = 0.0820;                                   % solar constant [MJ m^-2 min^-
1]
        dr = 1 + 0.033*cos(2*pi/365*J);                 % inverse relative distance 
Earth-Sun
        latitudesRad = pi/180*latitudes;                % [rad]
        solarDec = 0.409*sin(2*pi/365*J-1.39);          % solar declination [rad]
        ws = acos(-tan(latitudesRad)*tan(solarDec));    % sunset hour angle [rad]
        
        Ra = 24*60/pi * Gsc * dr*(ws .* sin(latitudesRad) * sin(solarDec) + cos
(latitudesRad)*cos(solarDec) .* sin(ws)); % extraterrestrial radiation [MJ m^-2 day^-1]  
(Equation 21)
        Ra = 0.408 * Ra;        % Converting to [mm/day]   (Equation 20)
        
        % EXTRACTING TEMPERATURE LAYERS FOR EVERY DAY
        TempMin = zeros(tRow,tCol); TempMax = zeros(tRow,tCol); TempMean = zeros(tRow,
tCol);
        counter = 1;
        for j = i:i + averagingPeriod - 1
            TempAll = temperatureMatrix(:,:,floor(time)==days(j));
            TempAll = TempAll - 273.15; % converting from Kelvin to C
            
            TempMin  = min(TempAll,[],3);
            TempMax  = max(TempAll,[],3);
            TempMean = (max(TempAll,[],3) + min(TempAll,[],3))/2; % Tmean for 24-hour 
periods is defined as the mean of the daily maximum (Tmax) and minimum temperatures 
(Tmin) rather than as the average of available temperature measurements.
            % CALCULATING DAILY ETo USING 1985 HARGREAVES EQUATION
            ET = 0.0023*(TempMean + 17.8) .* (TempMax - TempMin).^0.5 .* (Ra*ones(1,
tCol));
            ET(ET<0) = 0;   % Eliminating negative evapotranspiration values
            ETtemp(:,:,counter) = ET;
            counter = counter + 1;
        end
        
        % AVERAGING ETo OVER CHOSEN PERIOD
        ETtemp = sum(ETtemp,3); %PBG replaced mean by sum, as the time series type is 
step accumulated
        
        % STORING FINAL DATA
        ETdata(:,:,(i-1)/averagingPeriod + 1) = ETtemp;
        ETtime((i-1)/averagingPeriod + 1,1) = days(i);
    end
    
end
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function Time = Lossesdfs(startyear,endyear,warmup,suffix,variable,units,timeaxis,
TStype,NAMcatchpath,DataPath,catchID,fraction)
% CALL: succes = Lossesdfs(startyear,endyear,warmup,suffix,variable,units,timeaxis,
TStype,NAMcatchpath, DataPath)
% Creates a time series with the losses fraction used in MIKE BASIN. Time
% data from generating dfs0 files for temperature are used since time
% period and temporal resolution are the same.
% Input: startyear = the first year for the data written as a string
%        endyear = the last year for the data written as a string
%        warmup = 1 for yes and 0 for not
% Output: dfs0 file
 
% Input used:
% startyear = '2000';
% endyear = '2009';
% warmup = 0;
% suffix = 'River_Losses';
% variable = 'Flow losses (fractional)';
% unit = '-';
% timeaxis = 3;
% TStype = 5;
% NAMcatchpath='r:\Research\Projects\River_Lake\Amu 
Darya\Iris_Kristina\Catchments\catch';
% DataPath = 'r:\Research\Projects\River_Lake\Amu Darya\Iris_Kristina\data_mat\';
% catchID = 29;
% fraction = 0.5;
 
%Authors: Iris Hedegaard Jensen & Kristina Nowak Marker
%Last updated: June 2010 DTU Environment
 
%% Time0yq.mat
if startyear ~= '2000'
    TimeData = 0; % Used when the first data is not MeanTtime001
end
 
if endyear =='2009'
    endyear1 = '2008';
else
    endyear1 = endyear;
end
 
for y = startyear(end):endyear1(end)
    for q = 1:4
        a = strcat(DataPath,'MeanTtime0',y,num2str(q),'.mat');
        b = load(a);
        c = getfield(b,a(66:77));
        if sum(a(76:77))== 97
            TimeData = c;
        else
            TimeData(length(TimeData)+1:length(TimeData)+size(c,1),:) = c;
        end
    end
end
if startyear ~= '2000'
    TimeData = TimeData(2:end,:); % Used when the first data is not MeanTtime001
end
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% Duplicating data to a warm-up period
if warmup == 1
    TimeData1 = TimeData-3287;
    TimeData1 = TimeData1(1:end-1);
    TimeData2 = [TimeData1; TimeData];
end
 
% Running 2009
if endyear == '2009'
    TimeData9 = 0;
    for y = 9
        for q = 1:4
            a = strcat(DataPath,'MeanTtime0',num2str(y),num2str(q),'.mat');
            b = load(a);
            c = getfield(b,a(66:77));
            if sum(a(76:77))== 97
                TimeData9 = c;
            else
                TimeData9(length(TimeData9)+1:length(TimeData9)+size(c,1),:) = c;
            end
        end
    end
    TimeData9 = TimeData9(2:end,:);
    
    % Adding 2009
    TimeData2 = TimeData; % Used when running for 2000-2009
    TimeData2 = [TimeData2; TimeData9];
end
Time = TimeData2;
disp('TimeData done')
%% Fraction data
Data = zeros(length(Time),1)+fraction;
%% Make temperature data to the NAM dfs0 input files
succes = generateDFS(Time,Data,catchID,suffix,variable,unit,timeaxis,TStype,
NAMcatchPath);
disp('River losses dfs0 file has been generated successfully');
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function [MeanTtime,catchMeanT,ETtime,catchET]=TprocessAMU(varargin)
%This function is the Master Script for the AMU temperature processing
 
%Running the script for data before 2006 manual changes should be made.
%All lines with 'Before 2006' should be uncommented and the corresponding
%uncommented line should be commented.
 
%Authors: Iris Hedegaard Jensen & Krtisina Nowak Marker
%Based on the work of Niels Riegels, Renaud Guiennet, Silvio Pereira and Peter Bauer-
Gottwein
 
%Last updated: June 2010  DTU Environment
%% Input variable definition
NAMcatchPath=varargin{1};
MatlabPath=varargin{2};
ProcessingPathT = varargin{3};
startdate=varargin{4};
enddate=varargin{5};
 
%% Extract the temperature data from the binary files
[Ttime, Tdata]= getECMWFh(startdate,enddate,50,34,76,50,ProcessingPathT,'2T');
 
%% Calculate the mean daily temperature
Refvec = [4 50 50];
% Refvec = [2 50 50]; % Before 2006
[MeanTtime,MeanTdata]=getMeanTemp(Ttime,Tdata,Refvec,1);
 
%% Extract temperature for each catchment of the SDRTM
load allcatchments
load catchID
load ecmwf025
[catchMeanT] = scatchex_sjp(allcatchments, catchID, ecmwf025, MeanTdata,65);
% load ecmwf050 % Before 2006
% [catchMeanT] = scatchex_sjp(allcatchments, catchID, ecmwf050,MeanTdata,33);  % Before 
2006
disp('Temperature extraction done')
 
%% Calculate and extract the ET
[ETtime,ETdata] = getETr(Ttime, Tdata,Refvec,10);
 
%% Extract ET for each catchment
[catchET] = scatchex_sjp(allcatchments, catchID, ecmwf025, ETdata,65);
% [catchET] = scatchex_sjp(allcatchments, catchID, ecmwf050, ETdata,33); % Before 2006
disp('ET extraction done')
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function [CumTime,catchCumPrecip]=PprocessAMU(varargin)
%This function is the Master Script for the AMU precipitation processing
 
%Authors: Iris Hedegaard Jensen & Kristina Nowak Marker
%Based on the work of Niels Riegels, Renaud Guiennet, Silvio Pereira and Peter Bauer-
Gottwein
 
%Last updated: June 2010  DTU Environment
 
%% Input variable definition
NAMcatchPath=varargin{1};
MatlabPath=varargin{2};
ProcessingPathP = varargin{3};
startdate=varargin{4};
enddate=varargin{5};
%% Extract precipitation data
[Pdata, Ptime]=get3b42(startdate,enddate,50,34,76,50,ProcessingPathP);
%% Interpolate to fill NaNs
Pdata = LinIntMat(Pdata);
%% Compute cumulative precip
Refvec = [4 50 50];
[CumPrecip,CumTime] = CalcMultiCumRT(Ptime,Pdata,Refvec,3);
%% Adjust for use with 3B42RT
CumPrecip=CumPrecip*2.4;
%% Extract cumulative precipitation for each catchment
load allcatchments
load catchID
load trmm
[catchCumPrecip] = scatchex_sjp(allcatchments, catchID, trmm, CumPrecip,64);
disp('Precipitation extraction done')
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%% Correlation between mean elevation and temperature/precipitation using dfs0-files
% Plots the mean elevation for each catchment against the mean
% temperature and precipitation.
 
%Authors: Iris Hedegaard Jensen & Kristina Nowak Marker
%Last updated: June 2010 DTU Environment
 
load avelc.mat
load catchID.mat
pathname = 'c:\bachelor\Model\Catchments\catch';
 
%% Temperature
meanTemp = zeros(length(catchID),2);
meanTemp(:,1) = catchID;
 
for i = 1:length(catchID)
    a = strcat(pathname,int2str(catchID(i)),'\catchment',int2str(catchID
(i)),'MeanTemp_09.dfs0');
    b = dfsTSO(a);
    meanT=mean(b(1));
    meanTemp(i,2)=meanT;
end
%% 
figure()
plot(avelc(:,2),meanTemp(:,2),'Marker','*','Markersize',8,'Linestyle','none','Color',
[0.502 0.502 0.502])
hold on
xlabel('Mean elevation for the 35 catchments [m]')
ylabel('Temparature [degree Celcius]')
hold off
 
%% Precipitation
meanPrec = zeros(length(catchID),2);
meanPrec(:,1) = catchID;
 
for i = 1:length(catchID)
    a = strcat(pathname,int2str(catchID(i)),'\catchment',int2str(catchID
(i)),'MeanPrec_09.dfs0');
    b = dfsTSO(a);
    meanP=mean(b(1));
    meanPrec(i,2)=meanP;
end
%%
figure()
plot(avelc(:,2),meanPrec(:,2),'Marker','*','Markersize',8,'Linestyle','none','Color',
[0.502 0.502 0.502])
hold on
xlabel('Mean elevation for the 35 catchments [m]')
ylabel('Precipitation [mm]')
hold off
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function succes = Tempdfs(startyear,endyear,warmup,suffix,variable,units,timeaxis,
TStype,NAMcatchpath, DataPath)
% CALL: succes = Tempdfs(startyear,endyear,warmup,suffix,variable,units,timeaxis,
TStype,NAMcatchpath, DataPath)
% Compiles the Temperature mat-files and creates time series dfs0-files used as input 
in NAM.
% Input: startyear = the first year for the data written as a string
%        endyear = the last year for the data written as a string
%        warmup = 1 for yes and 0 for not
%        NAMcatchPath='r:\Research\Projects\River_Lake\Amu 
Darya\Iris_Kristina\Catchments\catch';
%        DataPath = 'r:\Research\Projects\River_Lake\Amu 
Darya\Iris_Kristina\data_mat\';
% Output: dfs0 files
 
%Authors: Iris Hedegaard Jensen & Kristina Nowak Marker
%Last updated: June 2010 DTU Environment
 
%% catchMeanT0yq.mat
if startyear ~= '2000'
    CatchData = zeros(1,35); % Used when the first data is not catchMeanT001
end
 
if endyear =='2009'
    endyear1 = '2008';
else
    endyear1 = endyear;
end
 
for y = startyear(end):endyear1(end)
    for q = 1:4
        a = strcat(DataPath,'catchMeanT0',num2str(y),num2str(q),'.mat');
        b = load(a);
        c = getfield(b,a(28:40)); % c = getfield(b,a(66:76));
        if sum(a(39:40))== 97
            CatchData = c;
        else
            CatchData(size(CatchData,1)+1:size(CatchData,1)+size(c,1),:) = c;
        end
    end
end
if startyear ~= '2000'
    CatchData = CatchData(2:end,:); % Used when the first data is not catchMeanT001
end
 
% Duplicating data to a warm-up period
if warmup == 1
    CatchData1 = CatchData(1:end-1,:);
    CatchData2 = [CatchData1;CatchData];
end
 
% Running 2009
if endyear == '2009'
    CatchData9 = zeros(1,35); % Used when the first data is not catchMeanT001
    for y = 9
        for q = 1:4
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            a = strcat(DataPath,'catchMeanT0',num2str(y),num2str(q),'.mat');
            b = load(a);
            c = getfield(b,a(28:40)); % c = getfield(b,a(66:76));
            if sum(a(39:40))== 97
                CatchData9 = c;
            else
                CatchData9(size(CatchData9,1)+1:size(CatchData9,1)+size(c,1),:) = c;
            end
        end
    end
    CatchData9 = CatchData9(2:end,:); % Used when the first data is not catchMeanT001
    
    % Adding 2009
    CatchData2 = CatchData; % Used when running for 2000-2009
    CatchData2 = [CatchData2;CatchData9];
end
disp('Catchdata done')
%% MeanTtime0yq.mat
if startyear ~= '2000'
    TimeData = 0; % Used when the first data is not MeanTtime001
end
 
if endyear =='2009'
    endyear1 = '2008';
else
    endyear1 = endyear;
end
 
for y = startyear(end):endyear1(end)
    for q = 1:4
        a = strcat(DataPath,'MeanTtime0',num2str(y),num2str(q),'.mat');
        b = load(a);
        c = getfield(b,a(28:39)); % c = getfield(b,a(66:75));
        if sum(a(38:39))== 97
            TimeData = c;
        else
            TimeData(length(TimeData)+1:length(TimeData)+size(c,1),:) = c;
        end
    end
end
%TimeData = TimeData(2:end,:); % Used when the first data is not MeanTtime001
 
% Duplicating data to a warm-up period
if warmup == 1
    TimeData1 = TimeData-3287;
    TimeData1 = TimeData1(1:end-1);
    TimeData2 = [TimeData1; TimeData];
end
 
% Running 2009
if endyear == '2009'
    TimeData9 = 0; % Used when the first data is not MeanTtime001
    for y = 9
        for q = 1:4
            a = strcat(DataPath,'MeanTtime0',num2str(y),num2str(q),'.mat');
            b = load(a);
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            c = getfield(b,a(28:39)); % c = getfield(b,a(66:75));
            if sum(a(38:39))== 97
                TimeData9 = c;
            else
                TimeData9(length(TimeData9)+1:length(TimeData9)+size(c,1),:) = c;
            end
        end
    end
    TimeData9 = TimeData9(2:end,:); % Used when the first data is not MeanTtime001
    
    % Adding 2009
    TimeData2 = TimeData; % Used when running for 2000-2009
    TimeData2 = [TimeData2; TimeData9];
end
disp('TimeData done')
%% Make temperature data to the NAM dfs0 input files
load catchID.mat
catchMeanT = CatchData2;
MeanTtime = TimeData2;
succes = generateDFS(ETtime,catchET,catchID,suffix,variable,unit,3,1,NAMcatchPath);
disp('Temperature dfs0 files have been generated successfully');
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function succes = ETdfs(startyear,endyear,warmup,suffix,variable,units,timeaxis,TStype,
NAMcatchpath, DataPath)
% CALL: succes = ETdfs(startyear,endyear,warmup,suffix,variable,units,timeaxis,TStype,
NAMcatchpath, DataPath)
% Compiles the ET mat-files and creates time series dfs0-files used as input in NAM.
% Input: startyear = the first year for the data written as a string
%        endyear = the last year for the data written as a string
%        warmup = 1 for yes and 0 for not
%        NAMcatchPath='r:\Research\Projects\River_Lake\Amu 
Darya\Iris_Kristina\Catchments\catch';
%        DataPath = 'r:\Research\Projects\River_Lake\Amu 
Darya\Iris_Kristina\data_mat\';
% Output: dfs0 files
 
%Authors: Iris Hedegaard Jensen & Kristina Nowak Marker
%Last updated: June 2010 DTU Environment
 
%% ETcatch0yq.mat
if startyear ~= '2000'
    CatchData = zeros(1,35); % Used when the first data is not catchET001
end
if endyear =='2009'
    endyear1 = '2008';
else
    endyear1 = endyear;
end
for y = startyear(end):endyear1(end)
    for q = 1:4
        a = strcat(DataPath,'catchET0',num2str(y),num2str(q),'.mat');
        b = load(a);
        c = getfield(b,a(28:37)); % c = getfield(b,a(66:75));
        if sum(a(36:37))== 97
            CatchData = c;
        else
            CatchData(size(CatchData,1)+1:size(CatchData,1)+9,:) = c;
        end
    end
end
if startyear ~= '2000'
    CatchData = CatchData(2:end,:); % Used when the first data is not catchET001
end
% Duplicating data to a warm-up period
if warmup ==1
    CatchData = [CatchData;CatchData];
end
% Running 2009
if endyear == '2009'
    CatchData9 = zeros(1,35);
    for y = 9
        for q = 1:4
            a = strcat(DataPath,'catchET0',num2str(y),num2str(q),'.mat');
            b = load(a);
            c = getfield(b,a(28:37)); % c = getfield(b,a(66:75));
            if sum(a(36:37))== 97
                CatchData9 = c;
            else
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                CatchData9(size(CatchData9,1)+1:size(CatchData9,1)+size(c,1),:) = c;
            end
        end
    end
    CatchData9 = CatchData9(2:end,:);
    % Adding 2009
    CatchData = [CatchData;CatchData9];
end
disp('Catchdata done')
%% ETtime0yq.mat
if startyear ~= 2000
    TimeData = 0; % Used when the first data is not ETtime001
end
if endyear =='2009'
    endyear1 = '2008';
else
    endyear1 = endyear;
end
for y = startyear(end):endyear1(end)
    for q = 1:4
        a = strcat(DataPath,'ETtime0',num2str(y),num2str(q),'.mat');
        b = load(a);
        c = getfield(b,a(28:36)); % c = getfield(b,a(66:74));
        if sum(a(35:36))== 97
            TimeData = c;
        else
            TimeData(length(TimeData)+1:length(TimeData)+9,:) = c;
        end
    end
end
if startyear ~= 2000
    TimeData = TimeData(2:end,:); % Used when the first data is not ETtime001
end
% Duplicating data to a warm-up period
if warmup ==1
    TimeData1 = TimeData-3287;
    TimeData = [TimeData1; TimeData];
end
% Running 2009
if endyear == 2009
    TimeData9 = 0;
    for y = 9
        for q = 1:4
            a = strcat(DataPath,'ETtime0',num2str(y),num2str(q),'.mat');
            b = load(a);
            c = getfield(b,a(28:36)); % c = getfield(b,a(66:74));
            if sum(a(35:36))== 97
                TimeData9 = c;
            else
                TimeData9(length(TimeData9)+1:length(TimeData9)+size(c,1),:) = c;
            end
        end
    end
    TimeData9 = TimeData9(2:end,:);
    % Adding 2009
    TimeData = [TimeData; TimeData9];
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end
disp('TimeData done')
%% Make ET data to the NAM dfs0 input files
load catchID.mat
catchET = CatchData;
ETtime = TimeData;
succes = generateDFS(ETtime,catchET,catchID,suffix,variable,unit,timeaxis,TStype,
NAMcatchPath);
disp('ET0 dfs0 files have been generated successfully');
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function succes = Precdfs(startyear,endyear,warmup,suffix,variable,units,timeaxis,
TStype,NAMcatchpath, DataPath)
% CALL: succes = dfPrecs(startyear,endyear,warmup,suffix,variable,units,timeaxis,
TStype,NAMcatchpath, DataPath)
% Compiles the Precipitation mat-files and creates time series dfs0-files used as input 
in NAM.
% Input: startyear = the first year for the data written as a string
%        endyear = the last year for the data written as a string
%        warmup = 1 for yes and 0 for not
%        NAMcatchPath='r:\Research\Projects\River_Lake\Amu 
Darya\Iris_Kristina\Catchments\catch';
%        DataPath = 'r:\Research\Projects\River_Lake\Amu 
Darya\Iris_Kristina\data_mat\';
% Output: dfs0 files
 
%Authors: Iris Hedegaard Jensen & Kristina Nowak Marker
%Last updated: June 2010 DTU Environment
%% catchCumPrecip0yq.mat
if startyear ~= '2000'
    CatchData = zeros(1,35); % Used when the first data is not catchCumPrecip001
end
if endyear =='2009'
    endyear1 = '2008';
else
    endyear1 = endyear;
end
for y = startyear(end):endyear1(end)
    for q = 1:4
        a = strcat(DataPath,'catchCumPrecip0',num2str(y),num2str(q),'.mat');
        b = load(a);
        c = getfield(b,a(28:44)); % c = getfield(b,a(66:82));
        if sum(a(43:44))== 97
            CatchData = c;
        else
            CatchData(size(CatchData,1)+1:size(CatchData,1)+size(c,1),:) = c;
        end
    end
end
if startyear~='2000'
    CatchData = CatchData(2:end,:); % Used when the first data is not catchCumPrecip001
end
 
% Duplicating data to a warm-up period
if warmup ==1
    CatchData = [CatchData;CatchData];
end
 
% Running 2009
if endyear == '2009'
    CatchData9 = zeros(1,35); % Used when the first data is not catchCumPrecip001
    for y = 9
        for q = 1:4
            a = strcat(DataPath,'catchCumPrecip0',num2str(y),num2str(q),'.mat');
            b = load(a);
            c = getfield(b,a(28:44)); % c = getfield(b,a(66:82));
            if sum(a(43:44))== 97
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                CatchData9 = c;
            else
                CatchData9(size(CatchData9,1)+1:size(CatchData9,1)+size(c,1),:) = c;
            end
        end
    end
    CatchData9 = CatchData9(2:end,:); % Used when the first data is not 
catchCumPrecip001
    
    % Adding 2009
    CatchData = [CatchData;CatchData9];
end
disp('Catchdata done')
%% Cumtime0yq.mat
if startyear ~= '2000'
    TimeData = 0; % Used when the first data is not Cumtime001
end
if endyear =='2009'
    endyear1 = '2008';
else
    endyear1 = endyear;
end
for y = startyear(end):endyear1(end)
    for q = 1:4
        a = strcat(DataPath,'Cumtime0',num2str(y),num2str(q),'.mat');
        b = load(a);
        c = getfield(b,a(28:37)); % c = getfield(b,a(66:75));
        if sum(a(36:37))== 97
            TimeData = c;
        else
            TimeData(length(TimeData)+1:length(TimeData)+size(c,1),:) = c;
        end
    end
end
if startyear ~= '2000'
    TimeData = TimeData(2:end,:); % Used when the first data is not Cumtime001
end
 
% Duplicating data to a warm-up period
if warmup ==1
    TimeData1 = TimeData-3288;
    TimeData = [TimeData1; TimeData];
end
 
% Running 2009
if endyear == '2009'
    TimeData9 = 0; % Used when the first data is not Cumtime001
    for y = 9
        for q = 1:4
            a = strcat(DataPath,'Cumtime0',num2str(y),num2str(q),'.mat');
            b = load(a);
            c = getfield(b,a(28:37)); % c = getfield(b,a(66:75));
            if sum(a(36:37))== 97
                TimeData9 = c;
            else
                TimeData9(length(TimeData9)+1:length(TimeData9)+size(c,1),:) = c;
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            end
        end
    end
    TimeData9 = TimeData9(2:end,:); % Used when the first data is not Cumtime001
    
    % Adding 2009
    TimeData = [TimeData; TimeData9];
end
disp('TimeData done')
%% Make precipitation data to the NAM dfs0 input files
load catchID.mat
catchCumPrecip = CatchData;
CumTime = TimeData;
CumTime = CumTime + 1; %PBG adjustment to account for step accumulated time series type
succes = generateDFS(CumTime,catchCumPrecip,catchID,suffix,variable,unit,1,3,
NAMcatchPath);
disp('Precipitation dfs0 files have been generated successfully');
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%% ObsDis.m
%Converts the mean monthly GRDC discharge into daily data discharge and
%updates dfs0 files with daily and accumulated discharge.
%Paths should be changed acording to applied directories and files names
%changes according to applied.
 
%Authors: Iris Hedegaard Jensen & Kristina Nowak Marker
%Last updated: June 2010 DTU Environment
 
xlsread('c:\bachelor\Model\Runoff validation\GRDC_C27.xls',1);
C = ans(3:end,2); 
C = C(end-227:end); % Should have the length 228
CC = zeros(6940,1); % Length of dfs0 file
 
for i = 1:19 % Number of years for simulation
    if i ==1
        CC(i:31,1)=C(i)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(32:59,1)=C(2*i)+zeros(28,1);
        CC(60:90,1)=C(3*i)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(91:120,1)=C(4*i)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(121:151,1)=C(5*i)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(152:181,1)=C(6*i)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(182:212,1)=C(7*i)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(213:243,1)=C(8*i)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(244:273,1)=C(9*i)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(274:304,1)=C(10*i)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(305:334,1)=C(11*i)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(335:365,1)=C(12*i)+zeros(31,1);
    end
    a = 365;
    if i ==2 % skuddår
        CC(a+1:a+31,1)=C(11+i)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+32:a+60,1)=C(12+i)+zeros(29,1);
        CC(a+61:a+91,1)=C(13+i)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+92:a+121,1)=C(14+i)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+122:a+152,1)=C(15+i)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+153:a+182,1)=C(16+i)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+183:a+213,1)=C(17+i)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+214:a+244,1)=C(18+i)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+245:a+274,1)=C(19+i)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+275:a+305,1)=C(20+i)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+306:a+335,1)=C(21+i)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+336:a+366,1)=C(22+i)+zeros(31,1);
    end
    a = a+366;
    if i ==3
        CC(a+1:a+31,1)=C(22+i)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+32:a+59,1)=C(23+i)+zeros(28,1);
        CC(a+60:a+90,1)=C(24+i)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+91:a+120,1)=C(25+i)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+121:a+151,1)=C(26+i)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+152:a+181,1)=C(27+i)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+182:a+212,1)=C(27+i)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+213:a+243,1)=C(29+i)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+244:a+273,1)=C(30+i)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+274:a+304,1)=C(31+i)+zeros(31,1);
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        CC(a+305:a+334,1)=C(32+i)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+335:a+365,1)=C(33+i)+zeros(31,1);
    end
    a = a+365;
    if i ==4
        CC(a+1:a+31,1)=C(33+i)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+32:a+59,1)=C(34+i)+zeros(28,1);
        CC(a+60:a+90,1)=C(35+i)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+91:a+120,1)=C(36+i)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+121:a+151,1)=C(37+i)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+152:a+181,1)=C(38+i)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+182:a+212,1)=C(39+i)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+213:a+243,1)=C(40+i)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+244:a+273,1)=C(41+i)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+274:a+304,1)=C(42+i)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+305:a+334,1)=C(43+i)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+335:a+365,1)=C(44+i)+zeros(31,1); % 48 = stemmer!
    end
    a = a+365;
    if i ==5
        CC(a+1:a+31,1)=C((i-1)*12+1)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+32:a+59,1)=C((i-1)*12+2)+zeros(28,1);
        CC(a+60:a+90,1)=C((i-1)*12+3)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+91:a+120,1)=C((i-1)*12+4)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+121:a+151,1)=C((i-1)*12+5)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+152:a+181,1)=C((i-1)*12+6)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+182:a+212,1)=C((i-1)*12+7)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+213:a+243,1)=C((i-1)*12+8)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+244:a+273,1)=C((i-1)*12+9)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+274:a+304,1)=C((i-1)*12+10)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+305:a+334,1)=C((i-1)*12+11)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+335:a+365,1)=C((i-1)*12+12)+zeros(31,1); % 60 = stemmer!
    end
    a = a+365;
    if i ==6 % skuddår
        CC(a+1:a+31,1)=C((i-1)*12+1)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+32:a+60,1)=C((i-1)*12+2)+zeros(29,1);
        CC(a+61:a+91,1)=C((i-1)*12+3)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+92:a++121,1)=C((i-1)*12+4)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+122:a+152,1)=C((i-1)*12+5)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+153:a+182,1)=C((i-1)*12+6)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+183:a+213,1)=C((i-1)*12+7)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+214:a+244,1)=C((i-1)*12+8)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+245:a+274,1)=C((i-1)*12+9)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+275:a+305,1)=C((i-1)*12+10)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+306:a+335,1)=C((i-1)*12+11)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+336:a+366,1)=C((i-1)*12+12)+zeros(31,1); % 72 = stemmer!
        
    end
    a = a+366;
    if i ==7
        CC(a+1:a+31,1)=C((i-1)*12+1)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+32:a+59,1)=C((i-1)*12+2)+zeros(28,1);
        CC(a+60:a+90,1)=C((i-1)*12+3)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+91:a+120,1)=C((i-1)*12+4)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+121:a+151,1)=C((i-1)*12+5)+zeros(31,1);
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        CC(a+152:a+181,1)=C((i-1)*12+6)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+182:a+212,1)=C((i-1)*12+7)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+213:a+243,1)=C((i-1)*12+8)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+244:a+273,1)=C((i-1)*12+9)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+274:a+304,1)=C((i-1)*12+10)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+305:a+334,1)=C((i-1)*12+11)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+335:a+365,1)=C((i-1)*12+12)+zeros(31,1); % 84 = stemmer!
        
    end
    a = a+365;
    if i ==8
        CC(a+1:a+31,1)=C((i-1)*12+1)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+32:a+59,1)=C((i-1)*12+2)+zeros(28,1);
        CC(a+60:a+90,1)=C((i-1)*12+3)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+91:a+120,1)=C((i-1)*12+4)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+121:a+151,1)=C((i-1)*12+5)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+152:a+181,1)=C((i-1)*12+6)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+182:a+212,1)=C((i-1)*12+7)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+213:a+243,1)=C((i-1)*12+8)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+244:a+273,1)=C((i-1)*12+9)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+274:a+304,1)=C((i-1)*12+10)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+305:a+334,1)=C((i-1)*12+11)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+335:a+365,1)=C((i-1)*12+12)+zeros(31,1); % 96 = stemmer!
    end
    a = a+365;
    if i ==9
        CC(a+1:a+31,1)=C((i-1)*12+1)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+32:a+59,1)=C((i-1)*12+2)+zeros(28,1);
        CC(a+60:a+90,1)=C((i-1)*12+3)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+91:a+120,1)=C((i-1)*12+4)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+121:a+151,1)=C((i-1)*12+5)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+152:a+181,1)=C((i-1)*12+6)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+182:a+212,1)=C((i-1)*12+7)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+213:a+243,1)=C((i-1)*12+8)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+244:a+273,1)=C((i-1)*12+9)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+274:a+304,1)=C((i-1)*12+10)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+305:a+334,1)=C((i-1)*12+11)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+335:a+365,1)=C((i-1)*12+12)+zeros(31,1); % 108 = stemmer!
    end
    a = a+365;
    if i ==10 % skuddår
        CC(a+1:a+31,1)=C((i-1)*12+1)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+32:a+60,1)=C((i-1)*12+2)+zeros(29,1);
        CC(a+61:a+91,1)=C((i-1)*12+3)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+92:a++121,1)=C((i-1)*12+4)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+122:a+152,1)=C((i-1)*12+5)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+153:a+182,1)=C((i-1)*12+6)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+183:a+213,1)=C((i-1)*12+7)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+214:a+244,1)=C((i-1)*12+8)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+245:a+274,1)=C((i-1)*12+9)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+275:a+305,1)=C((i-1)*12+10)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+306:a+335,1)=C((i-1)*12+11)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+336:a+366,1)=C((i-1)*12+12)+zeros(31,1); % 120 = stemmer!
        
    end
    a = a+366;
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    if i ==11
        CC(a+1:a+31,1)=C((i-1)*12+1)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+32:a+59,1)=C((i-1)*12+2)+zeros(28,1);
        CC(a+60:a+90,1)=C((i-1)*12+3)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+91:a+120,1)=C((i-1)*12+4)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+121:a+151,1)=C((i-1)*12+5)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+152:a+181,1)=C((i-1)*12+6)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+182:a+212,1)=C((i-1)*12+7)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+213:a+243,1)=C((i-1)*12+8)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+244:a+273,1)=C((i-1)*12+9)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+274:a+304,1)=C((i-1)*12+10)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+305:a+334,1)=C((i-1)*12+11)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+335:a+365,1)=C((i-1)*12+12)+zeros(31,1); % 132 = stemmer!
        
    end
    a = a+365;
    if i ==12
        CC(a+1:a+31,1)=C((i-1)*12+1)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+32:a+59,1)=C((i-1)*12+2)+zeros(28,1);
        CC(a+60:a+90,1)=C((i-1)*12+3)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+91:a+120,1)=C((i-1)*12+4)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+121:a+151,1)=C((i-1)*12+5)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+152:a+181,1)=C((i-1)*12+6)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+182:a+212,1)=C((i-1)*12+7)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+213:a+243,1)=C((i-1)*12+8)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+244:a+273,1)=C((i-1)*12+9)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+274:a+304,1)=C((i-1)*12+10)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+305:a+334,1)=C((i-1)*12+11)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+335:a+365,1)=C((i-1)*12+12)+zeros(31,1); % 144 = stemmer!
    end
       a = a+365;
    if i ==13
        CC(a+1:a+31,1)=C((i-1)*12+1)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+32:a+59,1)=C((i-1)*12+2)+zeros(28,1);
        CC(a+60:a+90,1)=C((i-1)*12+3)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+91:a+120,1)=C((i-1)*12+4)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+121:a+151,1)=C((i-1)*12+5)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+152:a+181,1)=C((i-1)*12+6)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+182:a+212,1)=C((i-1)*12+7)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+213:a+243,1)=C((i-1)*12+8)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+244:a+273,1)=C((i-1)*12+9)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+274:a+304,1)=C((i-1)*12+10)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+305:a+334,1)=C((i-1)*12+11)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+335:a+365,1)=C((i-1)*12+12)+zeros(31,1); % 156 = stemmer!
    end
    a = a+365;
    if i ==14 % skuddår
        CC(a+1:a+31,1)=C((i-1)*12+1)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+32:a+60,1)=C((i-1)*12+2)+zeros(29,1);
        CC(a+61:a+91,1)=C((i-1)*12+3)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+92:a++121,1)=C((i-1)*12+4)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+122:a+152,1)=C((i-1)*12+5)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+153:a+182,1)=C((i-1)*12+6)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+183:a+213,1)=C((i-1)*12+7)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+214:a+244,1)=C((i-1)*12+8)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+245:a+274,1)=C((i-1)*12+9)+zeros(30,1);
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        CC(a+275:a+305,1)=C((i-1)*12+10)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+306:a+335,1)=C((i-1)*12+11)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+336:a+366,1)=C((i-1)*12+12)+zeros(31,1); % 168 = stemmer!
        
    end
    a = a+366;
    if i ==15
        CC(a+1:a+31,1)=C((i-1)*12+1)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+32:a+59,1)=C((i-1)*12+2)+zeros(28,1);
        CC(a+60:a+90,1)=C((i-1)*12+3)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+91:a+120,1)=C((i-1)*12+4)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+121:a+151,1)=C((i-1)*12+5)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+152:a+181,1)=C((i-1)*12+6)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+182:a+212,1)=C((i-1)*12+7)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+213:a+243,1)=C((i-1)*12+8)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+244:a+273,1)=C((i-1)*12+9)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+274:a+304,1)=C((i-1)*12+10)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+305:a+334,1)=C((i-1)*12+11)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+335:a+365,1)=C((i-1)*12+12)+zeros(31,1); % 180 = stemmer!
        
    end
    a = a+365;
    if i ==16
        CC(a+1:a+31,1)=C((i-1)*12+1)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+32:a+59,1)=C((i-1)*12+2)+zeros(28,1);
        CC(a+60:a+90,1)=C((i-1)*12+3)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+91:a+120,1)=C((i-1)*12+4)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+121:a+151,1)=C((i-1)*12+5)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+152:a+181,1)=C((i-1)*12+6)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+182:a+212,1)=C((i-1)*12+7)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+213:a+243,1)=C((i-1)*12+8)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+244:a+273,1)=C((i-1)*12+9)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+274:a+304,1)=C((i-1)*12+10)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+305:a+334,1)=C((i-1)*12+11)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+335:a+365,1)=C((i-1)*12+12)+zeros(31,1); % 192 = stemmer!
    end
     a = a+365;
    if i ==17
        CC(a+1:a+31,1)=C((i-1)*12+1)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+32:a+59,1)=C((i-1)*12+2)+zeros(28,1);
        CC(a+60:a+90,1)=C((i-1)*12+3)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+91:a+120,1)=C((i-1)*12+4)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+121:a+151,1)=C((i-1)*12+5)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+152:a+181,1)=C((i-1)*12+6)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+182:a+212,1)=C((i-1)*12+7)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+213:a+243,1)=C((i-1)*12+8)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+244:a+273,1)=C((i-1)*12+9)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+274:a+304,1)=C((i-1)*12+10)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+305:a+334,1)=C((i-1)*12+11)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+335:a+365,1)=C((i-1)*12+12)+zeros(31,1); % 204 = stemmer!
    end
    a = a+365;
    if i ==18 % skuddår
        CC(a+1:a+31,1)=C((i-1)*12+1)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+32:a+60,1)=C((i-1)*12+2)+zeros(29,1);
        CC(a+61:a+91,1)=C((i-1)*12+3)+zeros(31,1);
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        CC(a+92:a++121,1)=C((i-1)*12+4)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+122:a+152,1)=C((i-1)*12+5)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+153:a+182,1)=C((i-1)*12+6)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+183:a+213,1)=C((i-1)*12+7)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+214:a+244,1)=C((i-1)*12+8)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+245:a+274,1)=C((i-1)*12+9)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+275:a+305,1)=C((i-1)*12+10)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+306:a+335,1)=C((i-1)*12+11)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+336:a+366,1)=C((i-1)*12+12)+zeros(31,1); % 216 = stemmer!
        
    end
    a = a+366;
    if i ==19
        CC(a+1:a+31,1)=C((i-1)*12+1)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+32:a+59,1)=C((i-1)*12+2)+zeros(28,1);
        CC(a+60:a+90,1)=C((i-1)*12+3)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+91:a+120,1)=C((i-1)*12+4)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+121:a+151,1)=C((i-1)*12+5)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+152:a+181,1)=C((i-1)*12+6)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+182:a+212,1)=C((i-1)*12+7)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+213:a+243,1)=C((i-1)*12+8)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+244:a+273,1)=C((i-1)*12+9)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+274:a+304,1)=C((i-1)*12+10)+zeros(31,1);
        CC(a+305:a+334,1)=C((i-1)*12+11)+zeros(30,1);
        CC(a+335:a+365,1)=C((i-1)*12+12)+zeros(31,1); % 228 = stemmer!
        
    end
end
 
path = 'c:\bachelor\Model\Catchments\catch1\';
% GRDC
dfs = dfsTSO(strcat(path,'catchment1obs_discharge.dfs0'));
dfs(1) = single(CC);
save(dfs,1)
 
% Acc. GRDC
dfs1 = dfsTSO(strcat(path,'catch1_accGRDC.dfs0'));
dm3 = CC(3288:end)*86400;   % Conversion of unit
dm31 = dm3/10^6;            % Conversion of unit
accdm3 = cumsum(dm31);
accdm3 = accdm3 - accdm3(1);
dfs1(1) = single(accdm3);
save(dfs1,1)
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Tyuyamuyun Reservoir 
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.

Simulated water level for Tyuyamuyun reservoir. The shape of simulated water level follows
the shape for the simulated stored volume. In 2004 and 2005 water level drops to top of dead
storage (118 m).
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1 Selection of outlet points

In this section the selection of outlet points are described in more details.
Outlet points are used to make the catchment division in ILWIS and are selected based on GRDC

data, and knowledge about locations of hydrological and meteorological stations. These outlet points
will later become catchment nodes in MIKE BASIN and are the points where river discharge leaves one
catchment and enters the next.

When selecting outlets for the catchment extraction several aspects are considered. The aim was to
make 20 to 50 outlet points in order to gain a preferable amount of catchments. In total 35 outlet points
were chosen. 12 of the 35 outlet points are located at GRDC stations and 18 are located at hydrological
stations. Where several stations are located close, one or two are chosen. The selection of outlet points
are based on the location e.g on a main river, at high population density sites, at irrigation area sites ,
national borders, the geology and uniform topography. Similarly hydrological stations located on small
streams with little flow, at the end of streams, or close to other stations with higher priority are dese-
lected. Outlet points are also located at each of the outlets of the reservoirs. Furthermore outlet points
are located where topography is changing between mountainous and flat, making the catchments more
uniform. No hydrological stations are located in Afghanistan and outlet point are selected only based
on topography and one based on high population in that area. None of the 35 outlet points have been
selected based on meteorologic stations since they do not provide discharge data.

Figure 1.1: Outlets from the Tyuyamuyun reservoir and to the Aral Sea

On figure 1.1, 3 of the 35 outlet points are illustrated. One outlet point is located where Amu Darya
enters the Aral Sea and one at the outlet of Tyuyamuyun reservoir. A high population density and there-
fore increased use of water for irrigation takes place somewhere between the Tyuyamuyun Dam and the
Aral Sea. The third outlet point is therefore chosen to be at the hydrological station just after the pop-
ulated and irrigated area (Chatly, station 1). No outlet points have been selected between Tyuyamuyun
reservoir and and outlet 3 Chirakchi, 12 Guzar and 27 Kerki near the Afghan border. Due to the uniform



and flat topography in this area, see figure 1.2, low or no runoff rates are expected and outlet points
would therefore be of little relevance for later work. Topography changes at point 3 and 12 and these
outlet points are therefore interesting. Outlet point 3 is also selected since population density increases
and an irrigation site is near. The two nearest hydrological stations are located on small streams and are
ignored.

Figure 1.2: Outlet points in the flat plains of ADRB

Most of the GRDC and hydrological stations are located in Tajikistan and therefore many stations
has been deselected in this area in order to keep the number of catchments down, see figure 1.3.

Outlet point 2 Dombrachi, 7 Tavildara, 10 Bichkharv, 17 Tarki and 19 Murgab are selected based on
locations on main rivers. These outlet points are also placed in areas with less stations to select from.
Outlet points 8 Ustie, 9 Karatag, 16 Samonchi, and 13 Barchadiv are, on the other hand, placed among
several hydrological stations. These outlet points are then chosen due to an estimated preferred out-
let point placement considering the catchment extraction. Furthermore outlet point 9 Karatag and 21
Manguzar are located on the national border of Tajikistan and Uzbekistan and on the national border
of Uzbekistan and Afghanistan respectively. Outlet point 11 Tutkaul is selected since it is located at the
Nurek reservoir. Station 4 Sardai-Miyona-Rorrit, 5 Dagana and 6 Komosomolabad are selected since
they are located at places where topography changes from mountainous near the Northern bound-
ary of the Amu Darya range to flat at the base of Tajikistan boundary. Outlet point 20 Vakhsh and 23
Guliskovsko are selected due to their location at an irrigated site and at a main river. Stations 14 Rushan,
15 Khirmanjo, 24 Shidz and 25 Ishkashim are located on the border between Tajikistan and Afghanistan.
Since there are no stations in Afghanistan these outlet points are selected. Furthermore they are located
at main river streams.

As mentioned above, no stations are located in Afghanistan. Still locations for outlet points are se-
lected. Outlet points 18 Bagarak, 26 Ab Bazan, 28 Kharnabad, 30 Som Darreh, 32 Sar-E pol, 33 Dowshi
and 34 Band-E Sheram are selected based on topography changes with mountainous areas near the
Amu Darya range and flat area towards the upper Afghan border. Outlet point 31 Quarchi on the other
hand, is selected due to its location on a main river close to a high population area. The outlet points in



Figure 1.3: Outlet points in Tajikistan.

Afghanistan can bee seen on figure 1.4.
These 35 outlet points are the base for dividing the Amu Darya Basin into subcatchments. On figure

1.5 the result of the catchment merge can be seen.



Figure 1.4: Outlet points in Afghanistan.

Figure 1.5: Division of Amu Darya into subcatchments
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1 Results

The results of both calibration and validation are shown for each catchment in numerical order.

1.1 Calibration results for catchments 2, 3, 7, 8, 19 and 22

1.1.1 Calibration results for catchment 2

Catchment 2 is located withing the mountainous area of ADRB. there is a good agreement between
simulated and observed discharge, see figure 1.1. The model simulates approximately 20 % too much
runoff compared to GRDC.
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Figure 1.1: Accumulated observed and simulated discharge for the outlet of catchment 2. Observed discharge
data are from the period 1970-1979.
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Figure 1.2: Results for catchment 2. Top: Observed GRDC discharge compared to simulated discharge shown toge-

ther with precipitation. Bottom: Snow water equivalent is shown together with temperature. Observed discharge
data are from the period 1970-1979.

It is seen on the hydrograph that more precipitation results in more runoff and more snow storage
which are increased in the years 2003 and 2005, see figure 1.2. The curve for snow water equivalent
shares tendencies with the runoff curve. An increase in snow storage is followed by an increase in runoff.



1.1.2 Calibration results for catchment 3

Catchment 3 is located withing the flat area of ADRB. The agreement between simulated and observed
dicharge data is not so good. The simulation error exceeds 30 %, see figure 1.3.

Timing and low flows do not match for any of the years in the entire period, see figure 1.4. Adjust-
ment of this did not make an improvement for the overall water balance.
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Figure 1.3: Accumulated observed and simulated discharge for the outlet of catchment 3. Observed discharge
data are from the period 1980-1989.
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Figure 1.4: Results for catchment 3. Top: Observed GRDC discharge compared to simulated discharge shown toge-

ther with precipitation. Bottom: Snow water equivalent is shown together with temperature. Observed discharge
data are from the period 1980-1989.

January 2008 showed to be an extra cold month compared to other months and snow storage for
this year reaches a higher level than other years. It could be expected that snow melt therefore would be
visible on the hydrograph as runoff but due to the short period of cold weather and relatively low rainfall
intensity this is not the case.

It is noticed that the snow storage is formed before the temperature drops to below 0 degrees. Both
temperature and snow water equivalent are means for the entire catchments and the relation between
snow accumulation and snow melt is reflected imprecisely compared to temperature.



1.1.3 Calibration results for catchment 7

Catchment 7 is located in the mountainous area of ADRB. Discharge is simulated 50 % too low for the
entire simulation period compared to observed discharge, see figure 1.5.
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Figure 1.5: Accumulated observed and simulated discharge for the outlet of catchment 7. Observed discharge
data are from the period 1976-1985

On the hydrograph it is seen that peaks are not matched for any year in the period from 2000 to
2009. This is within good agreement with the water balance which shows that too little runoff is being
simulated for catchment 7. Timing and low flows are matched relatively well even though this was not
first priority in the calibration, see figure 1.6.
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Figure 1.6: Results for catchment 7. Top: Observed GRDC discharge compared to simulated discharge shown toge-

ther with precipitation. Bottom: Snow water equivalent is shown together with temperature. Observed discharge
data are from the period 1976-1985



1.1.4 Calibration results for catchment 8

Catchment 8 is located in the mountainous area of ADRB. Simulated runoff is 3 times higher than ob-
served, see figure 1.7.
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Figure 1.7: Accumulated observed and simulated discharge for the outlet of catchment 8. Observed discharge
data are from the period 1968-1977.

The dry years of 2000 and 2001 are not very distinct neither on figure 1.7 nor on the hydrograph on
figure 1.8.
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Figure 1.8: Results for catchment 8. Top: Observed GRDC discharge compared to simulated discharge shown toge-

ther with precipitation. Bottom: Snow water equivalent is shown together with temperature. Observed discharge
data are from the period 1968-1977.

Snow storage is much less in the years 2000, 2001 and 2002 than other years. Due to very cold tem-
peratures for most of the year in this catchment snow is accumulated over the 10 years of simulation.
Temperatures above 0 degrees Celsius are only seen for short periods allowing only small parts of the
snow storage to melt, see figure 1.8. Snow melt seems to be the important cause of runoff compared to
precipitation. Peaks in simulated runoff shows that precipitation is stored as snow and runoff occurs
when the snow melts.



1.1.5 Calibration results for catchment 19

Catchment 19 is a mountain catchment located as the most eastern catchment of the ADRB. The agree-
ment between simulated and observed discharge is not so good. The deviation is at 50 % where the
simulatioed dishcarge is too high, see figure 1.9.
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Figure 1.9: Accumulated observed and simulated discharge for the outlet of catchment 19. Observed discharge
data are from the period 1976-1985.

Again snow water equivalent curve follows the runoff curve, see figure 1.10. Meaning that when the
snow water equivalent rises so does the runoff.
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Figure 1.10: Results for catchment 19. Top: Observed GRDC discharge compared to simulated discharge shown

together with precipitation. Bottom: Snow water equivalent is shown together with temperature. Observed dis-
charge data are from the period 1976-1985.



1.1.6 Calibration results for catchment 22

Catchment 22 is also located in the mountainous area of ADRB. Simulated runoff is 50 % higher than
observed runoff, see figure 1.11.

The snow water equivalent curve follows the simulated discharge curve nicely, see figure 1.12.
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Figure 1.11: Accumulated observed and simulated discharge for the outlet of catchment 22. Observed discharge
data are from the period 1976-1985.
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Figure 1.12: Results for catchment 22. Top: Observed GRDC discharge compared to simulated discharge shown

together with precipitation. Bottom: Snow water equivalent is shown together with temperature. Observed dis-
charge data are from the period 1976-1985.



1.2 Validation results for catchments 1, 13, 17, 21 and 27

Comparison between simulated discharge in MIKE BASIN and GRDC data was made for those catch-
ment outlets where GRDC data were available and which were not included in calibration.

1.2.1 Validation results for catchment 1

Catchment 1 is located in the flat area of ADRB and has the last outlet before the Aral Sea itself. The water
balance fits generally well. The deviation between the simulated and observed discharge is only minor,
see figure 1.13. Remember that a losses fraction is applied in catchment 29 which is upstream from
catchment 1. This losses fraction determines the flow in the stream from its location and downstream
meaning that the simulation result is partly due to this losses fraction.
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Figure 1.13: Validation results for catchment 1. Top: Accumulated observed and simulated discharge. Bottom:

Daily observed and simulated discharge. Observed discharge data are from the period 1964-1973.

Also the hydrograph fits quite well except for simulated low flows which are generally simulated
to high. Discharge decreases to zero in Autumn months for almost all years. This is also the case for
observed discharge. The timing of events with no discharge does not match though.



1.2.2 Validation results for catchment 13

Catchment 13 is located in the mountainous area of ADRB next to catchment 19. Catchment 19 dis-
charges into catchment 13 and the increased runoff from catchment 19 influences the discharge sim-
ulated in catchment 13 which is 50 % higher than observed discharge, see figure 1.14. Looking at the
hydrograph the simulation error shows clearly.
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Figure 1.14: Validation results for catchment 13. Top: Accumulated observed and simulated discharge. Bottom:

Observed and simulated discharge. Observed discharge data are from the period 1976-1985



1.2.3 Validation results for catchment 17

Catchment 17 is located in the mountainous area of the ADRB on the boundary to the flat area. Dis-
charge is simulated 50 % too low which can be seen on both the water balance but also on the hydro-
graph. Peaks are much higher on the hydrograph for observed discharge except for 2003, see figure 1.15.

Very distinct drops in simulated discharge in Autumn months are seen for all years. Discharge in
these periods reaches or almost reaches zero. This is not the case for any years for observed discharge.
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Figure 1.15: Validation results for catchment 17. Top: Accumulated observed and simulated discharge. Bottom:

Observed and simulated discharge. Observed discharge data are from the period 1982-1991



1.2.4 Validation results for catchment 21

Catchment 21 is located in the middle of the flat plains of ADRB. The agreement between simulated and
observed discharge is relatively well with a 20 % deviation. Discharge is simulated too low, see figure
1.16
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Figure 1.16: Validation results for catchment 21. Top: Accumulated observed and simulated discharge. Bottom:

Observed and simulated discharge. Observed discharge data are from the period 1942-1951

Peaks, low flow and timing of the hydrograph does not match. Observed discharge decreases in
Autumn months for most years as is seen for simulated discharge in other catchments e.g. catchment
17 which is located next to catchment 21. Simulated discharge does not show the same tendency for this
catchment.



1.2.5 Validation results for catchment 27

The agreement between simulated and observed discharge is relatively good with a 20 % deviation
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Figure 1.17: Validation results for catchment 27. Top: Accumulated observed and simulated discharge. Bottom:

Daily observed and simulated discharge. Observed discharge data are from the period 1959-1968

Low flows are not matched but peaks fits relatively well for all the years except the dry years 2000 and
2001.



 



 

 

 

Appendix E 

Catchment areas 

Mean Temperature and Precipitation for catchments used in comparison study 

 

  



 



.

Catchment areas calculated in ArcGIS (catchment area) and catchment areas from GRDC data files. The
difference in area is calculated as catchment area minus GRDC area. *The GRDC area is calculated as
the GRDC area for the catchmentID minus the area for the GRDC catchment upstream.

Catchment ID Catchment area
(
km2

)
GRDC area*

(
km2

)
∆ area

(
km2

)
2 8353,92 8370 -16,08
3 5547,53 4550 997,53
6 15220,16 15740 -519,84
7 5279,37 5390 -110,63
8 9012,98 4500 4512,98

11 1918,07 1700 218,07
13 6139,57 6200 -60,43
19 13640,47 10500 3140,47
21 14384,55 13500 884,55
22 13793,38 13700 93,38

.

Mean precipitation and temperatures for each catchment used for calibration. Precipitation and tem-
perature data are based on extracted data from ECMWF and TRMM.

Catchment no. Mean temperature [degree Celsius] Mean precipitation [mm/day]

2 -3.1 1.6
3 13.6 2.6
7 0.5 2.4
8 -9.1 1.4

19 -7.7 1.3
22 -5.9 1.9



 



 

 

 

Appendix F 

Nurek Reservoir 

Simulated Stored Volume and Water Level  

 

 

 

 



 



.

Simulated Stored volume for Nurek reservoir shown together with simulated Water Level.

Increases and decreases in simulated stored volume and water level happen at the same time
as expected. When the water level is above top of dead storage, the reservoir stores some water.
Since the water level does not exceed top of dead storage for most of the simulation period the
stored volume of water is limited.




